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Selected As A pipt All Round Kentucky Community Newispaper
-SEPTEMBER 1, 1971

The Primary
Source of News
In Murray and
Calloway County

Largest Paid
Circulation
Both In City
And In County

United Press International

In Our 92nd Year

Murray, Ky., Thursday Afternoon September 2, 1971

Herman Kelly Ellis' moving of
his grain storage bins by
helicopter created quite a stir
"Puesday. The giant helicopters
just picked up, the bins and
carried them off. They dropped
the cable down through a hole in
the top of the bin, tied it to a car
wheel on the inside (which was
larger than the hole in the bin)
and lifted it up.

The bins weigh from 3,000 to 6,000
pounds
Met a nice young fellow the other
day, Doug Lindsey, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Allied Lindsey.
Talked with several high school
students and they like being off
all afternoon. The Middle School
kids however do not think too
much of getting out of school at
6:00 in the evening. Hopefully
things will work out so that
double sessions might be ended
by the time Daylight Saving Time
ends. It would be rough to get out
of school in the dark.
_

'Ten

The Murray Christian Church will be meeting at its new location at 1508 Chestnut Street,the fur
L.R. Putnam home next to the Palace Drive In. The church has been meeting in the W006111111 Olt
World Hall. Dean Ross, minister of the church, said this will also be tthe permanent localise Odle
Murray Christian Fellowship of Murray State University. Services will be held each Sunday with
Bible School classes at 9:30 a.m.for all ages and worship services at 10:45 am. The church minister
Invites the public to attend.

Thieu Is Only
Man In Race

Doughnut Race Will
Be By Wranglers

VV.

Ten

ES
Ten

b.

Frankfort,
Ky. (UPI)Morehead State University was
given approval today to purchase
land adjacent to the campus for
$60r03 by the State Property
an Buildings Commission.
The property adjacent to the
Morehead Football Stadium and
near U.S. 60 would be used for
recreational area with no
buildings to be constructed there,
the proposal said.
The property now contains two
apartment buildings and three
houses which would produce
about $20,000 a year in revenue
for the university. The property
was appraised by the STATE
BEFORE THE Purchase at
4567,000 in valise'
The property will be paid from
college funds and no bonds will be
sold, State Finance Commissioner Albert Christen said.
Morehead also hopes to get
federal matching funds to cover
half of the cost, but approval has
not been received yet from the
Federal Bureau of Recreation.

Gospel-Aires Will
Appear At Wingo

PRESIDENTIAL GREETING-Grant Kodman of Murray (left, an enrolling freshman at Murray
State University, receives a welcome from Dr. Harry M. Sparks, university president, during the
annual President's Reception for new students Sunday, Aug. 29. Also shown are Charles L. E)dridge,
director of school relations, and Min.Sparks. Kodman is the son of Dr. and Mrs. Frank Kodman. His
father is a professor of psychology at Murray State. Fall semester classes at the university begin
Sept.
(Photo by Wilson Woolley I

Murray High Counseling Program Will
To Play 1st Be Of Help To MSU Frosh
Game,Season

A doughnut race will be held
Friday night at the Wranglers
riding club.
Doughnuts will be hung from a
rope across the riding pen, the The Happy Goodman Family
SAIGON
- The govern- strations broke out during a fu- first person that can ride a horse oof Madisonville will be featured
ment announced Wednesday neral procession for Pham to the lower end of the pen, eat a at a gospel singing in the Wingo
night the presidential election Hanh, a 26-year-old Buddhist doughnut on horseback
without High School at Wingo on Friday,
Freshman adjustment to the with 20 to 25 freshmen. Noting
will be held as scheduled Oct. 3 student who died while under touching it and rides
back
unfamiliar experience of college that about 450 male freshmen are anoxia September 3, at eight p.m.
with President Nguyen Van going summer military trainthe finish line will be the winner.
and dormitory life is the focus of aliected to live in on-camplit.Thieu the only entry, dashing ing.
Along with the Happy Gooda new counseling program housing during the fall semes0W,
Morehead State University Head U.S.'hopes for at least a [woBuddhist students carried A trophy will be given to the
After
working
hard
for
four
man
Family will be The GogbelFootball Coach Jake Helium says man race.
banners demanding an end to winner.
weeks, the Murray High Tigers initiated this fall at Murray State he said the two all-freshmen
The regular classes that are Aires from Hazel.
University.
dormitories are another fall
the training and calling Thieu a
of the first game-type scrimmage
are
ready to take on Reiciland
The government announce- "henchman of the United being run for points will also be
semester innovation linked to the
of the Eagles "It was terrible for
Both groups have been High School in their first game of
ment and a blast by Gen. States."
Twenty resident advisors in the counseling program.
held. Everyone is welcome to featured
a while, but then it got worse".
on television and this the 1971 season Friday night at
Duong Van Minh, who dropped
two frespxnen men's dormitories- Dr. Donald R. Rye, assistant
Passersby and police grabbed ride with the Wranglers. Sand- promises
to
be
ReidLsnd,
an
outstanding
according
to Coach Ty -Richnfon4 and Franklin
out of the race, at U.S. Amhalls- professor of guidance-counseling,
The TVA is making a survey of bassador Ellsworth Bunker ap- Deputy Nguyen Dac Dan before wiches and drinks are available event, a spokesman said. Ad- Holland.
are undergoing systematic is conducting the class for the
the largest trees in the Tennessee peared to plunge American in- he could light a match to his in the concession stand.
nilssion
will
"Although
be
$2.50
the
for
Tigers
adults
lost
many
gasoline soaked body in a selfhuman relations training to resident advisors, which was
Spectators are Invited to see
Valley of the various species. fluence anti prestige in South
immolation attempt in front of local people enjoying the sport of and $1.00 for children under valuable lettermen from last develop communications skills added to the curriculum
for the
Dia is highly interesting to us Vietnam further downhill.
twelve.
year's team," the Murray coach for working with
the National Assembly building. 'horseback riding in comilhlities
first-year male fell semester as a part of the new
and we hope that when their
said,
"there
is
optimism
Amor*
He was led off screaming and for championship
Everyone is invited to come
students.
survey is completed,they will put
trophies.
counseling concept
Anti-American street demon- shirtless.
and "enjoy good gospel music at both the players and coaches," Either
advanced
unout a booklet of some kind with a strations erupted in Saigon and
There
are
some outstanding dergraduate
its bests", the spokesman said.
or
graduate
picture and history of each tree there were fears of more. A deRye and William G Emener,
backs in Porter McCuiston, students, the resident
advisors
with all the dimensions. Several feated national assemblyman
also an assistant professor of
David Hughes, Monty Cathey, are enrolled in a
three-hour
of these largest trees are in tried to burn himself to death
guidance -counseling, held 20and Mike Ryan to name a few. credit course
entitled Guidance
Kentucky including the Sassafras in protest against the Thieu
hour orientation sessions with the
Several good ends including 550, Seminar: Student
Personnel
at Owensboro and a Ginkgo government, adding to the pofreshman resident advisors last
Adam Lanning, a 195 pound Services, aimed at helping
them
litical
unrest.
which we think is at Bardstown.
senior transfer are also on the to make the transition
week.
to college
squad.
life
easier
for
freshman men.
Bunker had met seven times
Besides using the orientation as
Chris Clopton, Bruce Scott, Norman Lane, dean of
men at a take-off point for the
with Thieu during the past two
course,
Tim
Lassiter,
Mike
Keller
and
Squirrel taking a dust bath under weeks in efforts to find a soluMurray State, professed "great Rye pointed
A Family and Fun Day will be
out that it will be
a tree in the woods. He seemed to tion to the dilemma and to peP?
held at the Oaks Country Club on Ralph Dibble will probably start optimism that the program will useful to resident
advisors in
thoroughly enjoy it, pushing a saude him that a one-manjace
LLabor Day,Monday,September in the forward wall. Joe Bill relieve some of the tensions that handling immediate
problems
Friday and Bubba Hughes will are
shoulder down into the dust, then was not good for the imitge of
often
6.
a
source
of and in anticipating
future difloin Laming at the end spot. discouragement to freshmen."
the other, squirming on his back either South Vietnam or the
ficulties. He said the class will
Swimming, tennis, croquet,
in apparent ecstasy. After about United States.
He said the willingness by also
(Continued on Page Eleven(
continue to meet periodically
horseshoes,
recreation
other
and
pemy-initiated
attacks
in
this
SAIGON
five minutes of this, he jumped
- North Vietresident advisors to work with throughout
the semester.
widespread will be featured throughout the
ten times his height to the bird
first-year
students
on
a
personal
The government announce- namese gunners opened up with riod, far below the
THREE CITED
day.
bath for a good drink of water. ment from the office of Acting a furious rocket and mortar attacks over last weekend bebasis to help them solve their
"Essentially, the idea is to help
Three persons were cited by problems should be of benefit in
Premier Nguyen Luu Vien said barrage Wednesday against a fore and during South Viet
A two ball golf foursome will be
the resident advisors understand
elecAssembly
nam's
National
Murray
South
the
Police
Vietnamese
armored
colDepartment
Young people sometimes wonder the Supreme Court Tuesday
cutting down the number of how to relate to freshmen
Played with tee off time at nine
tions.
and
on Wednesday. They were one freshman drop-outs.
why their automobile insurance had ruled that Vice President umn and five bases along the
In
'Charge
of
the
two
ball
anhow to show a personal interest in
command
The
U.S.
while
driving
for
intoxicated
and
is higher than that for older Nguyen Cao Ky is in reality out demilitarized zone.
"Compared to the time spent in the welfare of each one,"
It was the heaviest shelling nounced the start of a troop re- foursome are Hillard and Mabel disregarding a stop sign at 6:23
Rye
people. Insurance companies go of the race and that there is
a classroom-usually three hours said.
Rogers 753-2665, Allen and Doris
will
that
duction
men
42,000
of
since
mid-August
an
the
inThieu.
ticket,
of
one
public
that
pm., one for
drunkenness
a
week-the
Rose
by the facts. Here they are... only
time
spent in
753-369a, and. 44.- -and
cut Amin-wen strength
flamed northern_jrcnit
816i57p.m.,Slid one for reckless residence hall is much greater,
Thirty-one per cent of the
Peggy Hook 753-2387
"By establishing a • sound
Countering the shelling. U.S. (Continued on Page Eleven)
14 asked that the Supreme
driving
at
111:10
p.m.
nation's highway deaths in 1989 Caul
consequently, the dormitory rapport with freshmen otilitith a
take him off the ballot. forces bombarded North Viet
were persons between 15 and 25, He charged that
environment is extremely im- group and an individual basis, the
Thieu was us- namese positions from the land,
although this group only com- ing the court to run a
portant in the total impact on the resident advisors can reduce the
dishonest sea and air.
poses 21 per cent of the driving
student," he added.
The South Vietnamese reportanxieties of the adjustment and
election and declared that he
ed only light casualties but
Dopqlation.
Lane explained that each of the make college and dormitor)
would not campaign.
braced for more attacks.
20 resident advisors in the two living a more meaningful exOfficers said enemy forces
freshman dormitories will work perience."
Minh, who withdrew from the
This group was involved in 34 per presidential race on Aug. 20 may repeat the bombardments
Thursday and Friday to mark
:..ent of that year's fatal ac- after also charging it was rig:idents.
ged, accused Bunker of in- two North Vietnamese anniversolence, slander, and colonial- saries 1 he first on Thursdu is
ism.
National Day and the other on
17,700 youths were killed in
Minh's attack was prompted
Friday is the lnclgtiniverSaraffic accidents in 1969-7,400
rji of the death of Fresident He
Persons who wish to vote in the
Qualifications for registration
nore than would have died if by comments by Bunker that Chi Minh.
Minh practically wanted the
coming November general are as follows
heir fatality rate had been the
Vietnamese
gunNorth
The
United States to ran the elecelection and who have not
Residence: State one year.
three-hour
(ame as that of drivers 25 years tion in
return for his guarantee ners struck with," a
registered to vote must do so by County six months, precinct sixb,
mid-morning
ind older.
from
span
till,
to stay in the race.
Tuesday, September 7, at the days, on or before the date of the
midday.
office of Calloway County Court regular election
For a long time, Minh said, ' The largest of the six attack'
This 7,400 "excess loss," was one he
Clerk Marvin Harris, officials
Age: Must be eighteen years of
had requested only one was a 500-round rocket and
third larger than the combined thing; "That
said.
age on or before election day.
the United States mortar bombardment of a South
youth death toll from aviation, neutralize the colossal
Citizenship: Must be a U.S.
machine Vietnamese unit of tanks and
Thr Murray Jaycees are
marine, railroad and grade which they themselves had armored per/Miner calTiers.
conducting a drive to get as many Cittzen, either native or
The shellings against the
built up and for which they are
crossing accidents.
naturalized If ever judged inpersons as possible who are not
still paying, because this ma- uses were 20 rounds or less
competent must have had
registered
to
vote
to
do
so
before
chine is being used for rigging tech. Field reports said no
competency restored by action of
the clsoe of registration, ac\a,"Alcohol doubles the young M the elections. In the present iouth Vietnamese were killed
court.
the
'driver's hazard because he is an realities, only the Americans )ut six were wounded.rs
cording to Steve Weatherford,
The Murray Jaycees and the
inexperienced driver and an could do that."
chairman of the committee.
A dozen B52 bombers, in the
Clerk's office urge all persons to
inexperienced drinker" the
Clerk Harris said persons may
The anti-American demon11th straight day of saturation
register by Tuesday in order to be
register any time until the close
National Transportation Safety
raids hammered North Vieteligible to vote in the November
Board says
of the clerk's office at five p in
namese emplacements just south
election.
September
7
Tuesday,
on
of the DMZ and in the southern
Persons who should go the the
half of the once neutral buffer
zone.
Clerk's office to resister are the
iffeffP
Three U.S warships shelled
VARSITY CHF.F.RLEADERS at Murray High School display their five superior ribbon and following:
10111.01110.1401
,
.11111111111K
the North Vietnamese from offsuperior trophy won at the National Cheerleaders Institute held In August at Mississippi S.State
Any citizen of voting age who is
The Murray-Calloway County
shore and American artillery
'Mr regular ladies steak night
University, Osford, Mick The trophy was one of eight given out of ninety-eight squads. Pictured, not registered to vote.
WESTERN KENTUCKY - Board of Realtors will meet at the Joined the bombardment from
front row, left, Is I,eah Fulton, captain, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Fulton, and ('ath# Mitchell,
Anyone who has failed to vote at the Oaks'Country Club has
Friday.
Holiday
Sepon
Inn
Considerable cloudiness, contiapositions south of the zone.
been changed from Monday,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs Phillip Mitchell; second row, Ian Purdom, daughter of Mrs. Mona Purdom for two consecutive years.,
ued warm and humid with a tember 3, at 11:30a.m.
In the 24 hours before the
a
September
from
moved
6, to Monday. Sephas
who
Anyone
Purdom,
Cindy
and
John
Colson,
N.
daughter
of
Mr
and
Mrs.
Cletus Colson, Susan Johnson,
State Senator Carroll Hubbard North Vietnamese opened
chance of a few thundershowers
up,
tember 13. Hostesses will be
daughter of Mr. and Mrs Charles Johnson, and Melissa Gilbert, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Forest different county.
throligh Friday Lows tonight will tie the guest speaker. Ray battle- action had fallen off
A woman who has changed her Kathryn Outland 753-3079, Edith
Gilbert. The cheerleaders will be leading the student body In (-freeing at the first Murray High
87-72. Highs today and Friday Roberts, president,- urges all sharply. The South Vietnamese
tither by marriage or Gar-rison 753-5383, Linda Parker
name
football
mason
game
the
of
at
ReldIaades
September
Frida$
.
3.
8640.
members to attend.
command reported only II ens753-5858,and Erma Tuck 753-4557.
Waxen Woolley photo divorce.
- -•

Artillery Hits
Armored Group
And Five Bases

)Ten

Vol. LXXXXII No. 207

Morehead Given
Approval On Buy
Of More Land

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

Probably cost some money to
move them this way, but compared with more conventional
methods, probably about as
economical.

10* Per Copy

Famify t-fun Day—
Planned At Oaks
Club, Labor Day

Tuesday Is Last Day To Register
To Be Eligible To Vote, Election

Th

Board Of Realtors
Weather.. To Meet On Friday
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Francis Dale keeps
tabs on Cincy sports

PUBLISHED BY THE LEDGER a. TIMES PUBLISHING COM
PANY, MC., 103N AM St , Murray, Kentucky 42071, Phone 753 1916
JAMES C WILLIAMS,PUBLISHER
We reserve the right totselect any Advertising. Letters to the Editor.
Or Public Voice items which, in our opinion, are not for the best interest
Of our readers
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES WALLACE WITMER CO., 1509
Madison Ave , Memphis, Tenn . Time 11, Life Bldg New Yoriti--N.Y.,
•
Stephenson Bldg Detroit, Mich
Entered daily at the Post Office. Murray, Kentucky, for transmission
as Second Class Matter
Subscription Rates: By carrier in Murray, $35 per veers, $1.52 per
month. By mail in Calloway ana adjoining countieS, 57,50 per year;
other destinations within 150 miles of Murray. $15.00; more than 150
miles from Murray. $111.00.
The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community
is the Integrity of its Newspaper .

finds himself on the other side
of the fence. As preside:* of the
Redlegs, he trttst occasionally
withhold information from his
own staff. Salary information,
for example.
"I won't tell them, they know
t," says Dale.
Dale came to prominence in
professional sports because his
newspaper decided Cincinnati
needed a new stadium. Thus,
the Enquirer invested in both
the Reds and the BengaLs.

Psychiatrists have concluded that our bad dreams
uncomfortable, disturbing or
are triggered by
frightening realities, which is to say that we are
courting nightmares when we discuss government
just before bedtime.
"What I must not do, the
government must not do."
-Author Unidentified

BibtellrughtforToday
Thou shalt not defraud thy neighbor.-Leviticus 19:13.
Who is your neighbor? Don't cheat friend or foe.

THE DRUNK DRIVER

Narcotics users
flirt with death
prescribed a tranquilizer, a
diet pill to suppress his appetite, or any one of dozens of
other medications may be setting himself up for disaster if
he also has a few drinks before
Ity JOAN M'CRARO
he gets behind the wheel.
Copley News Service
The driver who takes nonprescription capsules for his head
A young driver wheels along cold or his allergy, or who
a highway when the road in downs a few tablets to keep him
front of him suddenly starts to awake so he can complete a
smoke. Drivers around him long-haul drive without having
aren't affected, because he's to step for sleep, may also be
the only one to see it.
flirting with death if he tops
He's having a flashback frorn them off with a couple of mara dose of LSD he had two weeks tinis or a few beers.
earlier.
Alcohol, though it seems a
This particular driver, who
to the drinker, is
"pick-me-up"
related the incident later to a
actually a depressant. acting
narcotics investigator, was
on the brain like an anesthetic.
lucky. He pulled off onto the
Many prescription and nonpreshoulder, without an accident,
medicines also conscription
hallucinathe
and waited for
depressants, and when
tain
tion to pass.
they combine, the totals are
How many accidents involvgeometric, not arithmetic - a
ing injury and death occur on
situation in which three and
roads because drivers have
three don't equal six, but nine.
taken drugs isn't known, but
Authorities are beginning to
traffic and- drug authorities
urge drivers who drink to ask
agree that increasing drug use,
their physicians specifically
especially among the young,
when a drug is prescribed if it
means that more and more
safe to mix with alcohol.
is
on
intoxicated
drivers are
Those who buy patent medidrugs.
cines are urged to read the
While the amount of alcohol
labels and heed any warning
in a driver's blood can be easily
that indicates drowsiness or
and accurately determined by
blurring vision is a possible
and
finding
methods,
several
analyzing drugs in a driver's side effect.
Mixed with alcohol, some
blood isn't easy. The means for
safe medications can
doing it aren't readily available otherwise
out to be as lethal as
in some locations, since hos- turn
poison.
pital laboratory work is usually
necessary to find and identify
the drugs.
Tn iddition, some of the hall'arnish Gives
lucinatory drugs will produce
flashback effects, like that
Smooth Finish
smoking pavement, weeks or
When refinishing furniture,
months after the drug was ac- says the National Paint, Vartually taken.
nish and Lacquer Association,
There is a second, even more varnish is the most satisfactory
widespread, problem of drugs finish coat for the do-it-yourand drivers which enters into self operator to apply. Varnish
the toll of accidents. This is the is available in high g los s,
problem of drugs being taken medium gloss, satin and flat
not for kicks but for cures, by finishes. The number of coats
app I ied will determine the
drivers who would never think
"depth" and smoothness of the
of themselves as drug users.
finish.
The patient whose doctor has

Editor's Note: This is the last
of three articles dealing with
the problems of the drunk
driver ea America's roadways,

THE CELEBRATED JOhnny Cash will be a headliner at the 1971
Mid-South Fair in Memphis. One of the greatest names in country
music, Cash will be featured in his own show for three performances in the Mid-South Coliseum, Friday, Oct. 1 at 8 p.m.,and
3:30 and 8 p.m., Saturday, Oct. 2 - closing day of the Fair
which runs for nine days, Sept. 24- Oct. 2. Tickets are $6,$5 and
S4 and are available in advance from the Coliseum Ticket Office.

ENGAGED 31 YEARS AGO, NOW WED-The former
,
Irak-11+4*Y
_FAlecta Calli79..and_,Ed.ward .Ward. 7k'
after their marriage in St. Louis, where they first became engaged in 1920. At that time Ward had to return
to his native Leeds. England. and they -corresponded for
20 years. Then Ward -wed, and that epeled_the correspondence until 1964, after his wife died. Then the situation developed to this.

Frances L. Dale isn't as
famous as Richard M. Nixon
but he probably has more fun.
If the President had time to
think about it, he might even be
envious of Dale.
Dale is the publisher of an
important newspaper, the
Cincinnati Enquirer. He's also
the president of the Cincinnati
Reds baseball franchise and a
"It's the newspaper's indirector of the Cincinnati
vestment, not my personal
Bengals football team.
He is a pleasant man, helpful, investment," the publisher
easy to meet. But I don't think explains. "We did this in order
I'd care to whrk for his tsehelp get the new stadium for
newspaper. The publisher has the city, to push the city. We've
accomplished what we wanted
too much information.
Dale is an informed critic of to do."
the Cincinnati sporting press.
The stadium and the fran"It's tougher for our sports- chises are prospering. Last
writers became I know what season the Reds had paid atthey're not asking," he says. "I tendance of 1.8 million while
know when they're not doing a winning a pennant. This
good job."
summer the club is struggling
When the Enquirer invested but the projected attendance is
some
franchises,
in the two
1.4 million. The football team is
the so popular the season sale for
suggested
critics
newspaper would be suscep- the coming season was stopped
tible to biased coverage. It was at 52,000.
assumed the Enquirer would
Dale, naturally, is not one of
take e protective attitude
baseball
toward the Reds and Bengals. those who believe that
is perishing of hardening of the
''At first," says Dale, "we
arteries. The Reds' home
got a lot of flack from the
games are heavily attended by
the
types,
college professor
and he is contheoreticians. But they know young people
better now. I tell our reporters fident baseball can compete.
into be fair, to write anything Provided it competes
and
aggressively.
telligently
all."
That's
proper.
"There is a trend toward
aking Ideas — Indeed' Dale sometimes
Wendell Ford of Torn Emberton,
•
steals it."
Frankfort, Ky.(UPI)-Formar Chandler, a two-time KenGov. A.B. (Happy) Chandler tucky Governor, faces Democrat
Tuesday accused Lt. Gov. Ford, Republican Thomas D.
dmission
Wendell H.Ford of "stealing" his Eenberton and American Party
call for the current Republican candidate William E. Smith in
administration to remove the the fall gubernatorial election.
sales tax on food.
The 73-year-old Chandler,
Speaking to the Frankfort delivering his usual fancy
Optimist Club, Chandler said oration, said he called for the
"everytirne I come out with Republican administration to
something, in two weeks either remove the tax from "take home
food" before Ford proposed that
Gov. Louie B. Nunn hold a special
session of the Legislature for that
PurPose•
"I told them if they put it (the
sales tax) on, then they could
take it off the same way,"
1
Chandler said.
Bertram S. Brown, M.D.
rservone% life there's
Ernberton proposed removal of
Director
OF '4'
the five per cent sales tax on
National Institute
groceries prompting Ford to call
of Mental Health
on the current Republican
governor to lmmeidately call the
legislature into session to remove
Mania and Depression
the tax, instead of waiting until
after the election for Emberton
A challenge to the commonly
held theor) that depression and
dolt.
mania represent opposite poles
continOf a single biochemical
Platinum Very Heavy
uum and a description of the
WASHINGTON - A cubic toot
proclittle-understood "switch
platinum weighs more than
of
conditions
ess" between the two
a ton; a similar cube of
half
InNational
have earned three
coal weighs only about 80
stitute of Mental Health scientists ,the coveted Hofheimer
pounds
Prize for Research.
The prize is given by the
American Psychiatric Association and was recently awardeA
to Doctors William E. Bunpe*
Jr.. Frederick K. Goodwin. and
4_THE HILARIOUS ESCAPADES
Dennis L. Murphy.
AN INFAMOUS
Manic depressive illness is
LOVER!
as
schizophrenia
to
only
second
HARRY NOVAK PerSENTS
the most common fuctional
THE EXOTIC
mental illness and is also assotrictdent-e-nrcrated - wtra s
DREAMS OF
V I.1.1
An estimated 300,000
WASHINGTON:
suicide
P olent crime in the Unit- 7,
Americans are now under treatWORM
s._
• ed States climaxed a IF
ment for severe depression.
PO OM ~I 111 MIAMI Aimuni. caw.,
e
of
skyrocketing
decade
striking
One particularly
growth by jumping anform of manic-depressive illness
other 12 per cent laet.11is seen in patients who vacillate
‘t year, the FBI's Uniform It
between aggressive, loud, and
Crime Reports disclosed
euphoric behavior (mania) and
withdrawn, seclusive, and often
From 1960 to 1970 visuicidal behavior (depression).
olent crime increased
The prize-winning scientists
176 per cent-about 14
* New Price Policy *
found that the switch into
times the rate of populamanis is often preceded by ention growth.
THE ATP!
vironmental stresses, that cerThere are growing indiAdmission
inducof
capable
cations. m oreov er. That
tain drugs are
the nation's crime picing mania, and that certain
physical and chemical changes
ture may be even worse
accompany the switch in behavt than the sobering FBI
statistics show.
More than 55 million
In addition. their pioneering
e serious crimes were mestudies have advanced underported in 1970. the FBI
the role of brain
scandal,.
said. Of the total there
and nervr -1 system biochemical
were
731.400 violent
transmittc. substances in ma• crimes and 4.836.800
nic-depressne Illness
crimes against property
For example, the investigaIn 348.300 robberies re- 1
Ported during 1970. the it;
tors point out 'heir findings
till
ROBERT mrn)-um TREvOR HOWARD OiRISTOPHER JONES
f total loss of properly i
that the compouci,"L-DOPA",
JOHN MILLS LEO McKERN SARAH MILES
was about $82 million.
can activate a form of main:. in
patients without
depressive
-- Burglaries
i2.189:300
ROBERT BOLT Pfts.iiiv ANTHONY HAVF.1.00(•ALJ. AN
-.
with an average loss of '
helping the depression. This
so-Q.:my.'JIMA MOOMkgr1• O. NO SAJNIVA•Album Ago 0.11109 5"'
s
suggests- they say, that man_ a
MO for etch crime) cost
?t 7:30 Nitely plus 1:30 Sat & Sun. GP
, victims some $4372 mil- $
and depression may not be simit lion Auto thefts totaled q
ply opposite poles of the same
biochemical abnormality but
I 921,400 for a dollar loss I
V of about $873 minim, 7
may represent, in some ways.
• Recovery of stolen vehiseparate entities.
i. cles reduced this to a
The Hoffeimer Award, 'carnet loss of $140 million
rying an honorarium of $1500.
Purse snatehiffg and
was evaettmed m '194? in
daytime burglary are the
of Lester N Hofheinser
two crimes that showed
to honor U.S. research investithe greatest increase 1
gators for outstivating work in
during the decade, each
psychiatry and mental health.
rising by more than 300+.
ibis year. the 1411014 group
per cent. Burglars cost
shares the award with Dr. Jotheir victims $672 mil-1
seph J. Schildkraut of Harvard,
lion in 1970.
who is also a leader in research
in the field of biochemicals and
depressive illness.
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U.S. crime up
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NEW ORLEANS (UPI)New Orleans Saints will probe
bly produce a few exci
moments in the 1971 season bu
are conceded to be about
weakest team in the Nationa
Football Conference.
Mainly going for the Sam
this year is rookie quarterbac
Archie Manning, an exciting but
fragile athlete who has a fin
throwing arm and an incline
lion to run with the ball in
enemy territory when hi
receivers are bottled up.
The experts say the Saints
offensive line can't stand u
and the defensive line isle
much more formidable. Per
haps this is the problem in a
nutshell.
However, it should be re
membered the Saints are
launching only their fifth season
in pro football.
Roberts At Helm
And at the helm is coach J.D.
Roberts, who took over at midseason last year from expansion head coach Tom Fears.
Roberts had a 1-5-1 mark in

He doesn't hop freights or
carry a saddle slung over his
!boulder, but Texas-bred Jim
parks is kin to the breed of
Man who drifts along the rodeo
circuit.
He has no room in his car for
a set of clubs, and in his sport a
cool breeze and warm sunshine
are replaced by the hum of an
air conditioning unit and bright
fluorescent lights, yet Starks
has much in common With a
professional golfer.
Jim Starks is a pro bowler.
Like a mechanized saddle
"'tramp he guns his auto and
heads from town to town,
tournament to tournament,
hoping for elusive fortune and a
fame that is almost
dill
ra
never to spread beyond
narrow boundaries of the
bowling world.
Well known in Texas bowling
circles, Starks is just another
". face on the national tour In this,
his rookie year. But, he is
determined, before he's
through people will know Jim
Starks.
After competing in five
.on the
major tourname
'uniting
summer circuit,
down a $130 entry ee at each
one, his winnings totaled zero.
• This too will change, he said.
If it doesn't the money he
saved to give himself a twoyear shot at the bowling circuit
will have vanished along with
his dreams of the big time.
Starks is after real money the kind Mike McGrath made
as top money winner of the
Bowlers'
Professional
Association last year. For
openers, McGrath took $52,049
..in prize. money.. and a new
Cougar 'during the 34tournament year.
All top bowlers have access
to extra income, "pm money"
if you will, from television
indorsements
commerciaLs,
and non-PBA games.
Starks, who maintains a 200pin average, is convinced he's
good enough to join McGrath,
Don Carter, Billy Hardwick
and Jim Stefanich in the top
ranks of bowling's heroes.
What he needs, he said, is
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nonviolent games. It's corning
back," he says. "But it must be
done in an interesting way. We
ought to do something like the
instant
on
the
replay
scoreboard. Instead of wild
card hitters, I'd like to have
wild card runners.
"Why shouldn't we bid for the
fastest human in America? As
soon as you put him on base the
fans would be chanting, 'Go,
go, go!' He dances around and
worries the pitcher; it's a very
exciting play.
"If we're smart enough to do
this type of thing, baseball isn't
in any trouble. Let's make a
production of it. Let's have
more showmanship; we're
competing for the dollar."
Dale's involvement with
professional sports has given.
him a special perspective and,
among other things, he has
come to admire Paul Brown
and Sparky Anderson. Brown,
the legend-coach of the
Elengals, can make a whisper
seem a shout.
"He deals with those big
brutes in a soft voice," says
Dale, "but he can cut them
down with just the -right word.
He never uses profanity."
The virtues of Anderson, the
Redlegs' manager, are constant in victory and defeat.
"Sparky," says Dale, "has the
ability to give credit to others
and take the blame himself."
Maybe Frank Dale doesn't
have the best job in the world,
but he's a contender.
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Saints Are Expected To
Be Weakest Team In NFL

He doesn't hop freights or
carry a saddleslung over his
shoulder, but Texas-bred Jim
Starks is kin to the treed of
man who drifts along the rodeo
circuit.
He has no room in his car for
a set of clubs, and in his sport a
cool breeze and warm sunshine
are replaced by the hum of an
air conditioning unit and bright
fluorescent lights, yet Starks
has much in common With a
professional golfer..
Jim Starks is a pro bowler.
,... Like a mechanized saddle
'tramp he guns his auto and
heads from town to town,
tournament to tournament,
hoping for elusive fortune and a
fame that is almost
never to spread beyond the
narrow boundaries of the
bowling world.
Well known in Texas bowling
i circles, Starks is just another
face on the national tour in this,
his rookie year. But, he is
determined, before he's
through people will know Jim
Starks.
After competing in .five
major tourname
...on the
summer circuit,
lunking
down a $130 entry ee at each
one, his winnings totaled zero.
' This too will change, he said.
If it doesn't the money he
saved to give himself a twoyear shot at the bowling circuit
will have vanished along with
his dreams of the big time.
Starks is after real money —
the kind Mike McGrath made
as top money winner of the
Professional
Bowlers'
Association last year. For
openers, McGrath took $52,049
......in prize.....maney__and.....a new
Cougar 'during the 34tournament year.
All top bowlers have access
to extra income, "pin money"
if you will, from television
Indorsements
commercials,
and non-PBA games.
Starks, who maintains a 200pin average, is convinced he's
good enough to join McGrath,
Don Carter, Billy Hardwick
and Jim Stefanich in the top
ranks of bowling's heroes.
What he needs, he said, is

added
experience
and
seasoning that comes from
bowling side by side with the
men whose pictures hung on
the walls of Dallas alleys where
he practiced as a youngster.
"You can't jump right out
there and expect to beat the
world," he said. "I've traveled
over 7,000 miles and I've yet to
win a dime. There are guys
who've been out there a long
time and they know a lot more
than I do. It takes Into your
second year before you start to
be a good professional bowler."
So Starks set himself a twoyear goal. If he hasn't started
making it by then, he'll quit the
tour and find another way to
make a Living — hopefully, still
in bowling somewhere.
AA .he works to make his
dream come a little closer to a
reality, — competing in tournaments large and small and
sandwiching in at least 50
practice games a day — Sterks
is not alone. His wife, Helen,
and daughter, Debbie, 5, travel
with him from town to town.
They share the long drives,
the cramped motel rooms, the
brightly lit, garish interiors of
countless bowling alleys, and
the talk of ball weight, hooks,
spinners, buffed alleys and how
southpaw bowlers allegedly
have the advantage over their
right-handed competitors.
For Debbie it's a world of
new faces, new places and a lot
of excitement as daddy teaches
her to bowl.
For Mrs. Starks, it's a world
seen through a scorecard,
where even the bowlers' faces
remain the same,the only thing
that changes is the interior of
the alley.
Helen, called Wesa by her
family 'it's border Stianish
for Sweetheart") has a 115
average and doesn't share her
husband's passion for the sport.
Yet she goes on tour because
she wants to be with him.
"Right now it's like fun, a
vacation in that every place is a
new place," she said.
Although the Starks travel
widely, their view is narrow —
usually limited to the streets
connecting a motel with a
bowling alley.
"Seattle to me is a split house
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By STANLEY M. BROWN 245 passes for 2,0-19 yards and a
Shula says Garo is still
MIAMI (UPI)—If Bob Griese dozen touchdowns last season, consistent and "this year, he's
and Paul Warfield achieve is basically
ball-control starting to get terribly accurate
a
"complete anticipation" soon quarterback. And as long as he from beyond 45 years." That's
enough this season, the Miami has Jim Kiick and Larry good news to any. coach.
Dolphins hope the combination, Csonka in the backfi0d, he can
Shula took over the Dolphins
plus a tough running game, will afford to stay that lay.
last year and maintained his
take them "at least" to a Kiick and Csonka amassed winning reputation by taking
division title.
2,125 yards last year and gave the team all the way to the
Griese and Warfield never the Dolphins the best rushing championship playoffs. And this
reached what Paul calls "com- offense in the AFC. Csonka season?
By WAYNE LOCKWOOD
taking his home run cut. Look plete anticipation" last season, gained 874 yards running—the "We hope for continued
Copley News Service
out, now."
their first together. But even second best in the AFC—and improvement in all areas
Woodward grins sheepishly without this euphoric state Kiick rushed for 658 yards and because of having one year ol
People, sociologists tell us, and chokes up an inch.
Miami finished 10-4 and Griess caught passes for 497 yards. experience with a new system,
...
don't communicate anymore.
Hal McRae hits one pitch into hit Warfield with 23 passes foi
Kiick was the only AFC player plus one year of experience
There's no place for it.
the seats, then misses the next 703 yards and six though
to finish in the top 10 in both gained by many rookies that
The home has become a tele- entirely.
codvms. That's an average -o rushing and receiving.
made the team last year,"
vision receptacle, the neigh"My, my, those sliders sure 25.1 yards per catch.
Mary Fleming, a wicked Shula said.
borhood bar a discotheque.
do make a lot of guys look
"We didn't get the ball ti blocker and receiver of 18 There will be few, if any,
The public square is now a funny," he allows.
Warfield enough last year,' passes for 205 yards, is back at changes in the Dolphin lineup.
parking lot. Barber shops stand
"Hey, you weren't saying
coach Don Shuts acknowledged tight end and Howard Twilley, What Shula has added this year
virtually abandoned.
that the other night when you
"It's something that we'll with 22 catches for 281 yards is solid depth at each position,
Where, they wonder, can got five for
five)," needles conscious of and working on.'
man still engage his fellowman Pete Rose. "You
and five touchdowns, is back especially in the offensive and
have a lot of
Warfield explained the "corn. and expected to get some help defensive lines.
in dialogue? The batting cage, nights like that?"
that's where.
matured
have a lot more nights plete anticipation" he and from rookie Otto Stowe, Mia- Miami's defense
Griese are seeking this way:
It may have escaped the when I look funny,"
mi's speedy top draft choice considerably last season even
McRae denotice of Margaret Mead, Mas- cides. ...
"Even though a coverage is from Iowa State,
with three rookies, Jake Scott
ters and- Johnson or even HuntThe Reds take batting prac- trying to shut me off, we're
Garo Yepremian, a Cypriot (a deadly punt returner), and
ley and Brinkley.
together on every movement tie maker, joined the Dolphins linebackers Mike Kolan and
tice in groups of four.
But when good fellows get toTime had just run out for and when I break into a void last season and gave theh a Curtis Johnson, earning starting
gether to polish their wings,
area, he knows I'm going to be badly needed solid field goal jobs in the pre-season. Miami
they communicate. Oh boy, do Rose, Tony Perez, Lee May and there and—boom—he releases
kicker. Garo turned out to be so led the AFC in holding the
they communicate.
Bench.
the ball."
solid he topped the league with opposition to the fewest points
Tune in, as the Cincinnati
Tommy Helms, first hitter of
Griese, who completed 142 of 22 for 29 field goals and a 759 —228.
Reds bat and banter through an the next group, jumps into the
What the Dolphins lacked last
percentage.
how of pre-garne warmup. Ty cage.
season was an effective pass
Cobb would feel right'itt
'It's our
turn
now,
rush. Miami sacked opposition
home. ...
Ns scrubinis," he announces. —Get
quarterbacks only 18 times, the
Ty Cline lounges against the out of here, superstars.
lowest
in the league. Shula and
cage, watching George Foster
'It's time for the enlisted
>C:e=•=e=e=e===`=•="Cr•="="="C
assistant coach Mike Scarry
swing.
men to hit." ...
— half the lanes in one place,
say "this will improve this
"You playing today, Fos?"
Helms, hitting nekv, sends a
American League
half in another. Portland is an
year." If so, it wasn't apparent
he inquires idly.
looping line drive into right
East
open air restaurant," Mrs.
in Miami's first three pre"No," grunts Foster, launch- field.
W
Pd. OE
Starks said.
.631
Baltimore
-87
season games.
ing his third straight pop-up.
"Ah," he says, "a flare. I ww,N
to,
olk,gwvt...*
73
Dir
a
"When Debbie starts school
Manny Fernandez, Miami's
"Good thing," says Cline, to love those flares. I love those
Jean Beshear is ready to play
319
4.
43 .
70
49
Mil
I'll have to make the ad- no one in particular. ...
for the championship in the first best pass rusher, is coming off
little dunkers. They drive
.
57
4'.,2!5
justment of not being able to
31i,
ii
.
4
393
4 17
53
Johnny Bench, hitting .245, pitchers nuts andol sure do like Cleveland12
flight of the ladies annual match a shoulder operation and is still
WOW
go. I'll have to stay home, but swings at three straight tosses to see pitchers get mad.
AM
.87
47
play tournament at the Calloway a big question mark. Bill
—
°
Krnsa
lInd
70
s C Ity
63 .536 IVA
hopefully, by then he'll be from batting practice pitcher
got 12 hits like that
Stanfill, entering his third
Country Club.
askago
64
Vs
69 .01
making enough money so that Joe Ninchall and lines each into
Ca
i.m.
iit.wift
lifornia
t.3
72 .467 24½
,
Torn Seaver in one year. I
Mrs. Beshear has reached the season at defensive end, has
60
72 .455 26
he can fly from tournament to the left field seats.
wonder what Nancy thought
Mork*,
57
76 409 Pr',
finals of her flight by defeating shown marked improvement
tournament and when he
about that." ...
"Hey, Bench," inquires a
BatEmore
Margaret Shuffett 4 and 3 in a early this year, as have r Jim
I, Bodon
2
makes the finals I can fly out
Detrott
4, Cleveland
(11
3
Much of the conversation is
rung voice from the stands.
second-round match and hes Orr Riley and John Richardson, the
3,
too.
generated by the competition
Ch
W as
iciir
;ego
ligel 2, rinnesot
Y"k
a
0
0
"Why don't you do that in a
other members of the front
4 and 2 in the first round.
"Now he's a professional,
among extra men for base hits.
game?"
Milwaukee
3, Kansas City 7
four.
Her
opponent
will
be
either
Sue
like a golfer, but he's like a
Oakland
at California
The losers buy and the winners
•'Tve been wondering that
Brown, who eliminated her
An effective pass rush that
TIsendayla Games
rodeo cowboy in that the money myself, son," mutters last
drink.
Kansas City <Hedlund 12-4) at Wregular playing champion, Betty will take some pressure off
oos**. (Pattin (II-14).
isn't enough for him to fly his year's most valuable player. ...
Coach Ted Kluszewski is the
Cleveland (Paul 2-4) et Detroit (Louie, Hinton,
3
and 2, or Judy Miami's-still young defensive
family around with him," she
21-to).
judge and Buddy Bradford his
Manager Sparky Anderson
iwgh
tt
on (Thompson 14 Si' Shane. Latimer, who drew a first-round backfield may be as important,
said.
_
back 34 at New VP.% (Iletossen (S010),
thinks he has spotted a reason. most frequent iipellant.
bye.
if not more so, than Griese and
"A lot of guys wouldn't do it,"
"You mean that's not a
He pulls Bench aside to discuss
"‘C
BTifirnore (Dobson 17-61 at Booker (54
Warfield reaching "complete
than
Starks said.
these
Other
matches,
little
1442.
bort
wails Bradford after a long fly
his stance.
"Me? I love the game. I eat,
progress has been made within anticipation." But the Dolphins,
The sight is too much for to left center.."You're trying to
National League
live and breathe it
the past week in the tournament. and their growing league of
someone who recalls that tell me that's not a hit?
IRO
The two aerni-final matches in fans, are quietly confident.
Know distress signals. A Sparky hit .218 as a major
•
L Pd. 0111
"Oh, Lordy, this has been
Pittsburgh
87
54 .594 —
the
championship flight still show ,Nick Buoniconti, Miami's star ,.
recognized distress signal is the leaguer.
going on all year.
6
_551
61
St Louis
75
III
0 .533
72
Sue Morris and Betty Jo Purdom middle linebacker, probably
raising and lowering of outWoody Woodward, still look-,
"I got to get me an orange Chicago
Of .504 tris
Nov York
67
scheduled to play in the upper assessed the feelings of most
74 .429 2i2Vs
streatched arms to each side ing for his annual home run, tpointing to the seats of that Montreal
57
Philadelphia
57
77 .425 23
bracket, and Venela Sexton and Dolphins when he recently
repeatedly. Another is to wave a swings viciously at a Nuxhall color in the fourth deck before
West
Frances Hulse facing each other admitted: "I've already told
short over your head. A flare is fast ball and fouls it off.
,vou'r.e going to give me a hit:" S Francisco
24 -EN
Id
—
77
8
64 .521
L45 Angeles
my three children that Daddy
in the lower bracket.
Bradford's careful to smile Atlanta
"Hey, look everybody," Jibsmost effective at night, however,
*9 .5134 11 is
70
.489 17‘
,
1
71
64
Mrs. Morris eliminated Carol won't be home this Christmas."
a flash light will usually bring my Stewart shouts. "Woody's all the while. Kluszevrski is 6-2 C Inc innati
16
72 .01
64
Houston
Hibbard, the club's medal play
down on the end of the bat. He's and weighs 260 pounds.
That's the
weekend
the
help.
/
2
1.5 .310 211
52
San Dive
champion in the first round 4 and division playoffs begin.
mutts
Ii. Chk ego
7 1s1
Mcotrea I
3, while Mrs. Purdom surprised
7 2d
C.hiusige
S. Monne.)
1
7, St Louis
New York
Evelyn Jones with a 1-up victory.
10, Phildelphia 7
Pittsburgh
Mrs. Sexton's first-round victim
S Francisco 4, Atlanta
2
Loa Angeles 9, Houston
was Betty Lowry, while Mrs.
1
3. Cincinnati
...Zan Diego
Hulse drew a first round bye.
Thursday's Gams.
New York (Sedeckl 540 at Philadelphia
In the second flight, Peggy
(Wipe 14-10), night.
Modreel (McAnally 441 at Chicle, Billington is still waiting for the
for their only other run in
Ferguson Jenkins pitched a six-hitter and slugged two
(Pizarro 5-2).
home runs in a 5-2 Chicago Cubs' victory over Montreal
the ninth.
Los Aniteles (Osteen 17.91 at Houston winner of the Euldene Ronson•
(Wilson 17-11, night.
'The Orioles tcok a 2-0 lead
yesterday at Chicago after the Expos completed an 11-2
Jane Fitch match for a go at the
Only Games Scheduled
Wk. sp.A,..e
against Boston starter Ray
triumph of Tuesday's second game of a doubleheader.
flight's championship.
Cult)
Jenkins, making his third start to gain his 21st victory.
(11-13), in the first inIn the third flight, Euva Nellc 12or213
cause
ning on a walk, a double by
aided his own cause with his third and fourth home runs of
After fueling, ventilate all Mitchell,
winner in the first. R'aaJZ,l'Q
04 25
Paul Blair, a run-scoring
the season.
compartments and check for round over
Elizabeth Slusneyet
ground out by Boog Powell
Jenkins drove a Bill Stoneman pitch into the leftfield
fumes before starting engines. Be by a 2 up
Be
reedy
for
he seam
faces
margin,
Bever13
and a double by Ellie Henbleachers after Brock Davis I when pinch-runner Elliott
sure your fuel tanks are vented Spann,
a 6 and 5 winner over at Sears low price!
dricks.
after
second
stole
Maddox
drew a leadoff walk in the
outboard and your fuel com- Nancy Haverstock,
for du
Don Mineher's sincle and
partment ventilated according to championship in
fifth. The big righthander's
the ab•
rode home on Billings' sin'8
Cubs Buy Catcher
Coast Guard regulations. It onty.....breviated, four-player
second honaer—another.drim...
flight-----sagee.tocioar two co
spark
takes
and....
one
into the leftfield seats, came
The Yankees got men to
CHICAGO, Sept. I. —
Play in all flights is scheduled
third base in both the fourth
•
(AP) — The Chicago Cubs
when he led off the seventh.
to be completed by the end o:
If
one
out
an
with
accident
innings
fifth
does
occur,
and
the
have purchased Frank FerSouthside Center Murray, Ky.
It came off Jim Britton and
September
but were unable to score.
operator of each boat involved
nandez, 28-year-old catcher,
gave Jenkins a career total
must submit a written report to
from the Oakland Athletics
of 10 homers.
SAN FRANCISCO 4, ATof the American League
the U. S. Coast Guard or apBob Bailey drove in the
LANTA 0, at Atlanta —
propriate state official. If the
Expos' first run in the secJohn Cumberland pitched a
If your boat capsizes and accident results in loss of life, the
ond inning with an infield
four-hitter and Atlanta ercontinues to float—stay with it It report must be submitted
grounder that scored Ron
within
rors led to three unearned
will be easier for search planes or 48 hours. If damage
Fairly, who had singled
runs as the Giants stopped
exceeds $100
Montreal's second run was
boats to find you. The distance to or injury causing
the Braves.
incapacitation
unearned, the result of the
shore is usually much farther for more than 72 hours,
Cumberland (8-3) retired
the report
second baseman Glenn Beckthan it appears. Too often an must be
16 Of the first 17 batters in
submitted within five
ert's error.
posting his second shutout of
attempt to swim to shore is tin days.
The Cubs played long ball
the season. The southpaw
successful.
"A Foothold with a Future" explains how you
to get the only runs Jenkins
can get an
was staked to a 2-0 lead in
office lob where your college training will pay
did riot drive in. Catcher
off.
the
first
inning.
Chris Cannizzaro's triple led
It tells how you can atrickl_ y_
Tito Fuentes singled with..
.talbe-firstsma--in-Lba-socsandrManner ytiegtic-atiiiii- towargl
one
nut
rn
second
and
took
and .Tim Hickman's triple
an interesting and rewarding 1,
Ralph Garr's error. Bobby
LEDGER a TIMES FILE
firred-ln the Cults sixth inBonds belted a run-scoring
career goal. It gives facts
ning seorts.
single and went to third on
about starling salaries, opporIn the' completion of the
Ira Travis, age 86, died August 31 at his home on Murray Route
Garr's throwing error. He
tunities for advancement and
slisnendetk. game, Mike MarThree.
scored on Willie McCovey's
how our placenient office can
shall posted his lath save In
John Perfilio, personnel manager of the Murray Manufacsacrifice fly.
help you
nitrhing two-hit ball over the
turing
runs
The
Company,
smile
Giants
two
added
at
the meeting of the Murray Rotary Club.
final three innings. The
in the third off loser Ron
Miss Hazel Tarry of Highland Park, Ill., formerly of Murray,
Many college transfers from
game was resumed with
Reed
dou(12-11).
McCovey
liberal arts eriurses have taken
has spent the summer in Paris, France.
Montreal leading 8.1 after
bled
with
one out and scored
our job-oriented training and
Miss Shirley Ann Hallman and Robert Allen Foy were married
six innings.
on Alan Gallagher's single.'
have been placed promptly in
on August 19 at Columbia,S.C. He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. S.V.
Elsewhere:
Earl Williams' error alchoirs office positions.
Foy
of
Murray.
lowed Gallagher to take secWASHINGTON 2, NEW
Moil This Coupon or Phone Today
ond before scoring on Chris
YORK 0, at New York — Bill
peier's single.
Gognlewski's four-h.t pitching and run-ptoduring hits
TIMORE A, ROSTON
by Tom McCraw and Dick
LEDGER II TIMES FILE
2. M Nqton — Mi. FtevenBillings carried the Washing218 North 5th 443 4270 Pcrducoh, Ky
mund's t ree -r w n homer
ton Senators past the New
Murray High School will open on September 4, according to
sparl:et1 th Orioles to a big.
York Yankees,
_Cullere and.nuuL
W.Z. Carter, superintendent of the Murray City Schools. -estly lead
flogotewski, gainIng Ms
Mike Coffer
"More tobacto being cut Rare fields are the rule now rather
fourth victory against three
proacted it wit
six -hitter
I'd like a tree copy of your booklet about office careers
than the exception", from the column, "Seen & Heard Around
for h:s 17th victor s Balti- •
losses, got the only run he
Inc those who have a college background
'
Murray".
needed in a duel with Steve
More routed the Red .
MT
NAME
Kline in the first inning when
V.
Maurice
Cueller, who has lost
Crass of Crass Furniture Company will be a special
Deve Nelson singled and
en,- gave oh adouhle mt.
guest at a Crosley Dealers Open House at Memphis, Tenn.,
• f
ADDRESS
McCraw tripled' with two
Aparicto and a run,scoring
•I
September 5 and 6.
PHONE
ROME
Out.
sfingle to Carl Yastr7.emski in
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Crawford of Clevelsiond, Ohio, will arrive
The Senators added a run
the third inning, then retired
COLLEGE ATTENDED
.. HOW LONG?
tornorrow for a visit with his rirents, Mr. and. Mrs. Wade
In the ninth against Kline
17 in a row before the Red
CraWford.
Sox put together these- hits

NEW ORLEANS (UPII—The
New Orleans Saints will proba- 1970, his only winning game dugout and injured his foot.
bly produce a few exciting coming on a miraculous 63-yard Manning will always be able to
moments in the 1971 season but field goal by kicker Tom keep the defenses guessing and
are conceded to be about the Dempsey when the Saints spark the offense, they say, so
weakest team in the National tripped up the Detroit Lions, 19- long as he is not injured.
17.
Football Conference.
But because of Manning's
Mainly going for the Saints Dempsey, who holds the NFC collision with the dugout, rookie
this year is rookie quarterback championship kicking mark for quarterback Bobby Scott of
Archie Manning, an exciting but his 63-yard effort against the Tennessee is to start this
fragile athlete who has a fine Lions, is perhaps symptomatic Saturday against the San Diego
throwing arm and an inclina- of the Saints' problems.
Chargers. Roberts passed over
tion to run with the ball into In last week's 27-7 loss to the three-year veteran Edd Hargett
enemy territory when his Kansas City Chiefs, Dempsey in allowing Scott to start.
missed field goals from the 37A Team to Watch
receivers are bottled up.
The experts say the Saints' 47-and 34-yard lines.
Roberts, in building his own
Manning Draws Crowd
young team, has riled some by
offensive line can't stand up
and the defensive line isn't "He's hooking the ball. Twice trading away the likes of
much more formidable. Per- he hooked his kicks to the left tackles Mike Tilleman and
haps this is the problem in a and the other hooked to the Dave Rowe to Houston.
right," said Roberts of Demp- But Roberts is out to put his
nutshell.
own stamp on the New Orleans
However, it should be re- sey.
membered the Saints are About 70,000 fans turned out Saints. He is building with
launching only their fifth season last Saturday to see Manning youth, concentrating on funplay. They watched him run damentals.
in pro football.
twice for 28 yards, throw eight The Saints are not a dull ball
Roberts At Helm
And at the helm is coach J.D. passes and his three for 62 club, however, and it may take
Roberts, who took over at mid- yards, including a 32-yarder to a few years before they come
running
back
Bill Into their own.
season last year from expan- speedy
Dusenberry.
But it will be interesting to
sion head coach Tom Fears.
Roberts had a 1-5-1 mark in But Manning, on an 18-yard watch them, everybody agrees,
run, piled into the Chiefs' along the way.
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the bride's parents, Mr. and Mrs
153-1017 ea 153-41147
Willie W. Joseph.
The reception room was
decorated with white satin bows
tied with wedding bells hanging
Cheese and Cracker Tray
over the doorway.
Cream
Cake
Sour
Banana
The bride's table was overlaid
BrItleillee
with a lace cloth and white satin
BANANA SOUR CREAM
bows at the corners. Yellow
CAKE
candles were in the candelabra.
cup (14-pound stick) butter
The beautiful two tiered wedding
1 cup sugar
cake was decorated with yellow
2 eggs
cut flowers with a miniature
11..2 cups mashed ripe banana
(3 medium)
bride and groom statuette. The
1 teaspoon vanilla
yellow punch was served from a
cups sifted flour
crystal punch bowl which
II., teaspoons baking soda
belonged to the bride's late
1 teaspoon baking powder
grandmother, Mrs. Dempsey
V. teaspoon salt
Beane.
1 container (8 ounces) comPresiding at the table and
mercial sour cream
assisting at the reception were
1 cup quick-cooking oats
Mrs. Dennis Woods and Mrs.
14 cup chopped pecans
Wavil Joseph, aunts of the bride,
Cream butter and sugar.
Mrs. Charles Lamb, aunt of the
Thoroughly beat in eggs, one at
groom,and Mrs. James Tucker,
a time, then bananas and vanilTiny yellow and mint green rice
la. Sift together flour, soda,
baking powder and salt. Gradubaga were passed out to the
ally stir into creamed mixture.
guests.
Blend in sour cream. Stir in
Mrs.Susan Shemwell, cousin of
oats and pecans. Turn into
BEDMATES- Yogi Bear and Boo Boo are the latest comic
the bride, kept the register.
bundt
greased and floured 9-cup
book characters to join bed and bath fashions for children
the ceremony the
Following
pan. Bake in a preheated 350In permanent press cotton percale and polyester, the
an
left
unannounced
for
couple
degree oven 50 to 55 minutes.
sheets and pillowcase are printed with multi-colored carwedding trip with the bride
Let cool 10 minutes. Unmold.
toon scenes on a light blue ground. By Burlington,
wearing a two ppiece white dress
-flavored
lemon
with
Drizzle
the coordinates also include a matching easy care
trimmed in navy with navy acglaze.
confectioners' sugar
bedspread and a fringed cotton terry velour bath enred
of
a
corsage
and
cessories
Serve warm.
semble.
roses, gift of her parents.
Rev. and Mrs. Cavitt are now
at home at 818 Curtis Street,
Paris, term., where Rev. Cavitt
THE 70'S LOOK . . . PURE FLATTERY AND DELIGHTFULLY
Miss Mary Lee Brownfield
East Paris
is pastor of the
FEMININE. The finely ribbed long sleeved bodice and
deftly shaped panel pleated A line skirt accented with
Charge and will attend Bethel
School,
High
Ray
Murray
of
Mrs.
duate
and
Brovmfield,Igra
Mr.
luxurious suede appliques . . . in 55% polyester/45%
College where he is a junior.
wool knit
Robertson Road, Murray,/ is employed with Village
Mrs. Cavitt is attending Henry Johnny
announce the engagement and Productions at the Kentucky
County High School as a junior.
approaching marriage of their Dam Village Dinner Theatre, and
youngest daughter, Mary Lee, to also plays the part of Rameses in
Wedding Dinner
Mark Andrew Tinsley, son of Mr. the production at the Kenlake
KirS7.Amohitheatre.
Mr. and Mrs. John B. Cayitt, and Mrs. Lee Tinsley, Jr.,
Murray.
Drive,
wood
parents of the groom,entertained
Both Miss Brownfield and Mr
The bride-elect is a 1971
the wedding party with a dinner
attend Murray
(David Hill Plata)
School Tinsley plan to
High
Murray
of
graduate
in the fellowship hall of the Oak
University later.
State
Village
with
and is now employed
Rev. and Mrs. Steve Cavitt
Grove Cumberland Presbyterian
The wedding will be solemnized
Productions at the Kentucky
Church on Friday, August 13, at
on Saturday, October 9, at the
Theatre.
Dinner
Village
Dam
wedding
formal
Miss Teresa Gay Joseph lovely in her
six-thirty o'clock in the evening.
chapel of the First United
laughter of Mr. and Mrs. Willie gown of white satin with brocade The tables were beautifully
Methodist Church.
Mr Tinsley, also a 1971
W. Joseph of Kirksey Route One lace trim, designed with a high decorated with white linen cloths
Her
skirt.
A-line
an
neckline and
and Rev. Steve Cavitt, son
with candles and greenery.
Mr. and Mrs. John B. Cavitt of long Julis Caesaur sleeves had Green and white flowers were
Murray Route One, were united thirty tiny satin covered buttons placed down the center of the
YOUNG ELEGANCE - The in marriage in an impressive down each sleeve, and the back ol tables.
little girl jumper takes on a candlelight service at the Mt. the dress had thirty buttons. Her Covers were laid for fifty
grown-up look in quilted cot- Carmel United Methodist Church long flowing train was attached persons.
The bridal couple
ton. Red trapunto embroi- at Kirksey on Monday, August 16. to her waist with thirty tiny presented gifts to their atdery forms flowers on a navy
Rev. Roger Joseph, brother of buttons.
tendants.
ground, and red rickrack the bride, and pastor of the Her long floor length veil was
pipes the 'attached sleeves Temple Hill and Russell's Chapel attached to a headpiece of self,
and ruffled collar. From Cin- United Methodist Churches, material flowers. The bride's
derella's fall collection.
performed the double ring gown and veil were designed by
ceremony at two-thirty o'clock in the bride and made by her
the afternoon.
mother. Her jewelry was a
Thursday. September 2
The wedding vows were ex- "Praying Hands" necklace, gift
changed before a white wrought of the groom, and she carried a The Garden Department of the-7
iron arch with an arrangement of drop bouguet of white baby Murray Woman's Club will meet
yellow daisies, and mums.
at the club house at 1:30 p.m. with
gladioli,
baby's breath and a white satin Mrs. Jim Hays, sister of the Mrs. Lenvel Yates in charge of
Hostesses are
bow at the center of the arch. bride, was the maid of honor. the program.
Baskets of yellow and white Mrs. Roger Joseph, Miss Evie Mesdames John J. Livesay,
bias. This makes the knit still
gladioli were placed on white Irvin, and Miss Gale Broach were Lenvel Yates, L.W. Paschall,
By University of Kentucky
behave like a knit.-Catherine C.
They wore Freed Cotham, Harold Douglas,
columns on each side flanked by the bridesmaids.
Canty Extension Agents
Thompson, Hickman, Ky. 42050
the tapers in the seven branc
gowns styled identically of yellow and J.B Wilson. New names will
ORIGINALS
For Home Economics
236-2351
candelabra. The candles were crepe with empire waistlines and be tabled. Old members should
A Dorotion of
lighted by Barry Joseph, brother were sleeveless with white gloves be present to introduce their A large loaf of bread does not
eggs
older
that
know
Jonathan Logan
Their sponsored new members.
you
Did
of the bride, and David Joseph, and matching shoes.
ilways weigh more or contain
supposed to be easier to peal?
headpieces were of yellow crepe
cousin of the bride.
more food value than small loaf. ' are
more
Preceding the ceremony a bows with yellow shoulder length The Women of the Moose will Compare prices of equal weights Fresh eggs are usually
remember to
peel-so
to
difficult
program of nuptial music was veils of illusion attached.
have their chapter night program of bread to find the better buy.when
presented by Mrs. Bobbie Their bouquets were of yellow at eight p.m. at the Lodge Hall. Maxine
Federal use your oldest eggs
Griffin,
who
preparing hard-cooked eggs.Garrison, organist. She played daisies except Mrs. Hays
65342031
Ky.
Clinton,
Building,
This will be enrollment night and
Patricia Curtsinger, Benton, Ky.
"A Time For Us", "Can't Help carried white and yellow daisies all officers are asked to wear 2231
42025
streamers.
yellow
"Somewhere
with
Love",
In
Falling
formals.
My Love", "You'll Never Walk The junior bridesmaids were
Alone". "Melody of Love", Miss Renee Crick of Hardin, Miss
as
Planning now can ease widow's
Girl Pressing is not the same
"Sweetest Story Ever Told", Charlene Lamb and Paula Lamb The Murray Neighborhood
a problems later. Keep in mind
involves
Ironing
ironing.
As
will be
"Because", "Love Story", "The of Cincinnati, Ohio, cousins of the Scouts leaders meeting
sliding motion, while pressing is that the toughest part in bringing
Advertised
at
cabin
Scout
Girl
the
at
held
HernVERSATILE - Permanent Wonder of You", and "Walk groom, and Miss Lessley
In Red Book
a repeated lowering and lifting up the subject is-bringing up the
nine a.m.
The soloist, don.
press cotton in a navy trunk- Rand In Hand".
motion in which you do not bear subject. Once is over, wife and
styled
were
gowns
the
Their
sister
of
Mrs.
Cecile
Dunn,
-liner print shapes a dress
down on the iron. Steam does the husband should discuss each item
.that's at home at park or groom, sang "The Impossible identically to those of the senior "Welcome Back- coffee for all work-not dry heat. Motion occurs thoroughly and either of them
bridesmaids' gowns in mint faculty women, staff women, and
...party-The dirndIskirt is atin the direction of the grain line, should makes notes as they go
green. Their headpieces were of wives of men faculty and staff at
tached to a puckered peplum
not the seam. Press from inside along. This will help the wife in
Brs Draw
mint green bows with green Murray State University will be
• bodice with lace-edged puffthe garment as much as meeting financial problems. The
altar
the
to
escorted
bride,
The
streamers with white daisies held at the University School possible.--Mrs. Dwan Roper. complete listing should include a
ed sleeves. By Cinderella, it
in
given
and
father
attached to the bottom. Their lobby, North 16th Street, at seven
can be machine-washed and by her
Mayfield, Ky. 42066 listing of all life insurance
marriage by her parents, was bouquets were mint green daisies p.m., sponsored by the MSU Courthouse,
never needs ironing.
policies, health and accidential
S67-2234
with ereen and white streamers. Women's Society.
Interest
death insurance, employee group
groups will be organized.
policies as well as name of the
The flower girls -ere Miss
What kind of interfacing is best agent. This list should be kept in
Jennifer
Miss
and
Cindy Tucker
Friday, September 3
for a polyester knit? This is a a fireproof place-bear in mind
Tucker who wore long pink crepe
asked question. The too, that a safe deposit box may
frequently
iresses with pink and red trim The members and guests of the
definite, but these be sealed by the bank at time of
not
is
answer
town the front. They carried Murray-Calloway County Senior
may help. Be sure the death until access is eranted by
ideas
white baskets with red rose Citizens Club will have a potluck interfacing is firm enough to
the tax authorities. In the case of
petals.
luncheon at the social hall of the provide the shaping required but
the proceeds.-Barletta *rather,
Larry Garrett served as best First United Methodist Church at
fabric. 209 Maple St., Murray, K.42071
your
than
heavier
not
Ronnie
12 noon. Each one is asked to
man. Groomsmen were
interfacing on the 753-1462
Boyd, Eugene Mohler,.and Gary brinaa white elephant gift for the Try cutting the
for
bingo.
prizes
Hays
Mohler. Ushers were Jim
Walnut Grove Baptist Church
and Roy Gene Dunn.
the Wofford Cemetery in
and
Marty Hays and Rodney The Wranglers Riding Club will
County, Tenn., with a
Stewart
Tucker wore white dinner jackets ride at the pen at seven p.m.
basket lunch at noon.
atmen
other
the
to
identically
Featured will be a doughnut race
Candida Can
tendants with black trousers.
They carried the two white satin
When The ',
Saturday, September 4
The Pleasant Hill Cemetery in
ring pillows-as sing bearers.
.
4139
Cannot
ji410141Ljd=
Others
land Between the Lakes will
the
Mrs. Willie W. Josekh, mother A gospel singing will be held at
its annual homecoming with
Can You?
of the bride, chose for., her the Gospel-Singing Drive In, six have
at eleven a.m.
wedding a lovely miles east of Hardin on Highway preaching
daughter's
Tie It.
basket dinner and
by,a
followed
.6
matching
powder blue dress with
80, starting at eight p.m.
singing.
accessories. The groom's mother
was attired in an aqua net dress
The Union Ridge United
Sunday, September 5
with long sheer sleeves with
Churches
Methodist and
matching accessories. Both
reunion of the Burkeen will hold their memorial savices
A
mothers wore white corsages. A
fnmily will be held at the with preaching at the Methodist
white corsage was also presented
Creek
Baptist Church at 11 a.m. by Bro. Henry
Jonathan
of the groom.
to
_ the grandmother
This includes all Smith. A basket dinner will be
Assembly.
The register was kept by Miss descendants of the late John served followed by singing.
Debbie Crick and Miss Carla Riley Biniteen who died in 1842
VESTED INTEREST - A
Lamb, cousin of the groom. .
longsleeved blouse and
A potluck dinner will be served at Padding
Ciati
make-believe vest top off
one p.m. In case of rain the
under
padding
Proper
Reception
schoolgirl knickers for fall.
reunion and dinner will be held in
SHOE STORE
unluxury
adds
carpeting
In striped cotton canvas, the
the dining room of the Assembly
derfoot and prolongs the
outfit's by Prissy Missy of
Following the -.ceremony a
town, Murray
rug
Dallas.
reception was held in the home of
Homecoming will be held at the life of the

Saturday Night
Refresher

Miss Teresa Gay Joseph Becomes Bride
Of Rev. Steve Cavitt In Ceremony At
. Carmel United Methodist Church
:
V.A
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Brownfield-Tinsley Vows Planned

1
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is our problem. He
college for one ye.
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professional men,
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College degree is not
absolutely necessary

oo are the latest comic
th fashions for children.
ale and polyester, the
with multi-colored carund. By Burlington,
matching easy care
terry velour bath en-

For Abby's men booklet, "What Tees-Agers Waal to
Mmow." send Si to Abby. Box 62700, Los Angeles, Cal. WKS.

TELEVISION SCHEDULE
WSIX-TV
WLACrTV
WSW TV
Channel II
Osannsl S
Channel 4
THURSDAY EVENING PROGRAMS
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DEAR MOTHER: Sorry, but I don't agree with you.
College is not for everybody. If Russell tikes to work with his
hands, that's what he should do. It's not true those who work
with their hands aren't smart enough to work with their
minds. Some handwork requires as much skill, talent and
brains as many professions. Let Russell do his own thing.
Happiness is working at that which gives one pleasure.

FRIDAY MORNING PROGRAMS

5

Country Journal
CBS Morning News
is Welling Show
Rain McCoys
Nashville A.M.
:30 Morning Show
Bozo
TodayNashvill• A.M.
Bozo
Nashville A.M.
Today
Bozo
:CO Today, Scene Today Captain Kanoaroo
▪
Romper Roar
Captain Kangaroo
:30 Today
111
Hazel
To Tell the Truth
:00 Dinetrs Plac•
Truth or Consequences Beverly Hilibilills
Concentration
Dick Van Dyke
Family Affair
sek :00 Sale of Century
'That Girl
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Jeopardy
NewsSearch for Tomorrow Lou., American Style
1 I 100
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DEAR ABBY: After reading the letter from "WORKING GRANDMOTHER" who wants to keep her grandchildren [both under three years old] in a playpen at her house.
the
I was reminded of my problem, which is exactly
opposite:
My children's grandmother cannot understand why I
won't leave my children at her house. My toddlers would be
safer playing alone in an abandoned mine field. There are
bleaches and other harsh chemicals on the laundry room
floor, drain cleaner and aspirin on a low shelf in her
bathroom extepion tordsyluguted int!the wall socket, only
---

30

7

1

DEAR'TTJRNED: If he doesn't, he should. And if be
knows, and does it anyway. be should be turned down.

=:=

:CO Today, Scene
:30

.0
•

DEAR ABBY: Do all husbands pick and nag at their
wives over every imperfection?
My husband nagged me until I lost 20 pounds. Now he
complains because my bust went down 2 inches.
That wouldn't be so bad, but his timing is rotten. He
picks our most intimate moments, when he should be telling
me something he likes about me, to bring up his complaints.
Doesn't a man know that this turns a woman off?
TURNED OFF

• MS M•
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Let 'All Eyes"
Brunette
Be On You'
Brown
Regular
2.00 $
Value
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"All WAYS" SAVES
You Money
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Regular
Chocolate Fruit
Vanilla -Cherry

Regular '1.69 Value

Foamy

Regular- S 1.89'

Slim Line
- - Diet Candy

MAYBELLINE

53;
83;

ADJUSTABLE
10's

Eliminates
Excess Water
2.98 Value

99; ALL EYE KITS
1 36

5's

platinum-PLUS
INJECTORS rs
Regular s1.3,9 Value
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low Store

JERGEN'S LOTION

1 E89 Value

Sinutab BINACK _
88; GOLDEN
BREATH SPRAY

AQUA BAN

$
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Economy Size
with Mist Dispenser
New final Net coiffure
final Nit finish holds 3 times
final ma
and the Plymouth Satellite Sebring,
longer than any other
-Winners will be
Plus over 10,000 other prizes!
hair spray. Locks in set
determined in a random drawing from all correct en trie and bounce---- locks out humidi and wind.

68;
99;

Family Size 7-0z.
$1.59 Value

30 Tablets
Regular

Fruit-Spearmint-Reg.
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'Prataltstan t

Ill Regular $125 Value

$_ 1 28

Pick the World Series Winner!
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SHAMPOO

The Modern Aid
to Appetite
Control
1.98 Val.
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The world record for pistondriven planes weighing less
than 1,102 pounds is held by a
Finn who flew 1,767 miles in
1959.
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Prof. Edward Lesher, 56, of
Michigan University, is dieting
for his attempt to set a world
flying record of 1,867 miles
nonstop in his homemade 650
pound plane.

•••••

Ill

III

Professor attempts
to set flying mark

WILDLIFE CHIEF-Arnold L. Mitchell, a career fish
and wildlife management man, and a native of Carlisle
County, Ky., has been named commissioner of the
Department of Fish and Wildlife Resources. Mitchell
.has been associated with the department since the
late 1940's and has been director of the Division of
Game Management for 14 years. He resides in
Frankfort.
••• WI• ••1 •••••

•o.• am • mob
•••,•
• Ma
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Next: News agencies used as
spy fronts.

to
ambassador
Belgian
Romania.
It served a dual purpose for
the Kremlin: first, to embarrass the independentminded Bucharest regime in its
dealings with the European
Common Market, and second,
to widen the gap between North
Korea and Red China. The
Chinese, already wary of the
North Korean tie-up with
Russia, have close relations
with the Romanians and were
diplomatic
on
counting
recognition by Belgium.
Romanian sources also claim
they discovered a plot by
Soviet-trained Palestinians to

daily La Prensa asserted that
North Korea, which maintains
close links with Cuba, was a
principal center for training
Latin American urban and
rural guerrillas. Subversives
trained in North Korea have.
By ALAN DEAN
beenespecially active in
Copley News Service
Mexico.
About 2,000 terrorists from 25
LONDON - The Soviet
Union has stepped up its budget countries have been trained in
to train terrorist guerrilla North Korea under a program
movements and indigenous financed by Russia.
For diplomatic reasons the
subversive agents around the
world in an effort to combat Russians prefer to remain in
Red Chinese revolutionary the background of subversive
Open
influence, say Western in- activities.
acknowledgement of their
telligence sources.
A new department at activities, as practicedby the
Moscow's KGB headquarters aainese who advocate violence,
will be responsible for would damage the chances of
allocating increased finance Communist parties gaining
and
rebel power through elections.
to
arms
Nevertheless, Moscow has
organizations.
linked
with
anKGB agents who have served been
in Asia, Africa and South tigovernment rebels in such
America will expand their diverse countries as Turkey,
with
contacts
Moscow's Wrocco and Spain in recent
Patrice Lumumba University, months.
Turkish rebels trained by
already a breeding ground for
Communist militants from Soviet instructors in Syria were
developing countries in Africa responsible for the kidnaping of
and Asia. The vice rector of the four U. S. airmen at the
university, which is named beginning of the year. Turkish
after the late Congolese rebel Justice Minister Ismail Arar
leader, is a major in the KGB. revealed the extent of Soviet
Several pro-West developing subversion in his country when
states have refused passports he annoenced at the end of May
to known Communist-affiliated that members of the securityl
students who have received
grants from the Soviet Union. forces had been discovered to
Asian and African students be in league with the "Turkish
picked for future subversive People's Liberation Army."
and guerrilla activities while at Left-wing terrorists in the
Patrice Lumumba University organization were responsible
first go through an intensive for thesecent murder of Israeli
political indoctrination period. Consul-General Ephraim
If they pass the test, they are Elrom.
Russian agents are aware
then sent to a Bulgarian
military academy on the that a coup successfully
for carried out by Communist
Sofia
of
outskirts
Turkish rebels would mean an
theoretical training in guerrilla end to the country's Atlantic
warfare and then on to Algeria Alliance links and would lead to
or 'North Korea for field much-coveted naval bases in
the Bosporus for Soviet wartraining.
Since 1966, the North Koreans ships.
Some Soviet subversive plots
have run a dozen training
camps for foreign insurgents have takers on an ultracharacter.
including three in Pyongyang, Machiavellian
two in Nampo and two in Acting on Russian instructions,
the North, Koreans recently
Wonsan.
Earlier this year the Chilean attempted to kidnap the
Editor's Note: This is the
first of two stories on the Soviet
Lawn's worldwide subversion
network.

What's your problem! You'll feel better if yes get k off
your chest. Write to ABBY. Box 597111, Los Aageles, Cal.
Me. For a personal reply eaclose stamped, stairessed
envelope.

DEAR ABBY: Our middle son, Russell (made(up namel
is our problem. He is a very intelligent boy of 19 who went to
college for one year just to please us, then he quit. "Why
waste your money and my time?" he asked.
His grades were above average and he could have
continued. His reason for quitting? He likes to work with his
hands. He is now going to a trade school and we are so
disappointed in him. Now, I'm not putting down people who
work with their hands, but it seems to me a man who works
with his hands does so only because he isn't smart enough to
work with his mind. Russell's father and grandfather are
professional men, and both Russell's brothers plan to enter
a profession.
Can you put something in your column stating a college
degree is absolutely necessary these days, Abby? After
Rwssell_grarleates from eollege he can do anything he
chooses, but we want him to finish college first. Thank you.
RUSSELL'S MOTHER

RY AND DELIGHTFULLY
g sleeved bodice and
me skirt accented With
in 55% polyester/45%

Kremlin steps up
aid to terrorists

DEAR CAREFUL: Perhaps. Rut wouldn't it be a lot
easier to just level with her?

By Abigail Van Buren

sky -jack an Israeli El Al
airliner at Bucharest airport.
The Romanians are the only
Communist country to have
diplomatic relations with Israel
since the 1967 Israeli-Arab war.

SOVIU SUBVEtSION

lying on the floor, and attractive matches and lighters within
easy reach.
Outside they have cactus and oleander landscaping and a
shallow fish pond. And if a child should happen to stick his
the
hand thru their chain fence, a dog who bites is waiting on
other side.
allThere are also 20 dozen valuable fragile knickknacks
over the place, which if damaged or broken would give
granny cardiac arrest.
So perhaps if she and other grandmothers read this they
will realize why their daughters land daughters in law)
don't send the kiddies to Grandma's.
CAREFUL IN CALIFORNIA

Pbobe I13-1111 or 113-411a1
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HANOI LOOKS TO VISIT f CHINA
BY SOVIET PRESIDENT
POOGOINY IN OCTOBER t

By RAY McHLIGH
Chief, Washington Bureau
Copley News Service

LUANC
PRABANC
•

LAOS

HAINAN'
. ISLAND

CAN THO HO SAYS REDS
HAVE RE-ESTABLISHED
BEACH INFILTRATION
ROUTES INTO MEKONG
DELTA. FROM BOATS

CAM RANH BAY
RE-STOCKS AFTER
SHELLING THAT
DESTROYED HALF
OF ITS AMMO

U S NAVY COPTER
GUNSHIPS CATCH
ARMADA OF ENEMY
SAMPANS IN DELTA
AND DESTROY 35

"FREED" AFTER 30 YEARS—Ziggy, a 54-year-old elephant with a bad reputation at the Brookfield .Zoo in
Chicago, blinks at the first sunlight he has seen since
1941 when be allegedly killed two persons. He has been
- chained to a wall inside a building-since then. -Syrnpathatic Chicagoans donated a new $50.000 outside cage.

Childproof packages
Safety measures proposed
for aspirin containers
WASHINGTON (UPI): The Food and Drug Administration proposes that aspirin makers be forced
to package the pills in such a way that 85 per cent
of all children aged 3 or 4 will be unable to open the
container.
_
The proposed rtde provides that 80 per cent of
the children in the same age bracket be unable to
open the package even if showed how to do it—hut
that the container be made in such a *ay that 90 per
cent of all adults would still be able to open it.
Certain packages, mostly the 12-tablet tins,
would still be allowed on the market provided they
were marked for households without young children.
The agency did not explain how it would implement the proposal: presumably it would have to test
the new aspirin containers on groups of children to
find which ones are unopenable.-Nor did it explain
what would happen to the 10 per cent of the adult
population which might not be able to handle the
tougher containers.
The proposal is subject to 30 days of comment
from industry and other interests after which the
FDA would propose a flneiegulation to be effectiv-s
six months later. Aspirin - is the leading cause of
death in child poisoning cases.

land purchased in the1930s by
Senator Ernest Graham and his
family for use in their dairy
operations.
Construction of an expressway on the property's perimeter increased its value and
led the family to retain the pro
perty and build a responsible,
self-contained residential community under the corporate
contraction Sengra (for SenaGraham) Development
tor
oporation.
New Town-Miami Likes is
designed to fulfill all the needs
of its residents-from living to
work to play-with all of the
amenities the average suburban
resident seeks. Less than eight
years from its inception, Miami
Lakes has more than 1,0(X)
---oiserfavaily---herenes; 200 ts,errhouses and villas, more than
20 industrial park buildings, a
neighborhood shopping area.
four churches, an elenientari
parks, tot-lot playgrounds, and school, two golf courses, an
rambling, spacious indoor-out- int and
country club arid
door aioartrnents.
approximately 394) apartment
les all part of New Town- units.
Mi
lakes-Florida's first-e Included in the New Town's
fully pre-planned New Town "master plan-a 15-to-20-year
community-less than 20 min- development .package designed
utes from lousy Nliarni Beach. to accommodate a population
Miami Lakes is being de- of 40,000-are 21 lakes, i)arks,
veloped on five square miles of Playgrounds, a unique park-

corripkx, a major resort
hotel,another major championship golf course, from 8,000
more apartment
to 10,000
units, three moo- convenience
centers- and; highl!o-functional,
160-acre
pedestrian-oriented
Town Center.

9C11001

When a tape measure becomes limp from use, press it
between two sheets of waxed
paper to give it new body.

WASHINGTON - Cheerful
economic news flickers past
President Nixon like a 10second television commercial.
The seemingly inevitable
steel strike was avoided. The
railroads got rolling again after
a presidential talking-to, but
without another nudge from
Congress. The telephone,
copper, telegraph and postal
crises are ended and only the
West Coast dock tie-up mars
the labor scene.
In another year these would
be auspicious victories for any
administration.
But inflation-unemploymenttroubled 1971, srnilas are shortlived. Economic problems are
lapping too close to the foundations of the Nixon administration.
Labor Secretary James D.
Hodgson had hardly told
reporters that the three-year,
30 per cent steel settlement
pleased ,President Nixon
because there was "no
breakthrough to a new high
level" in wages - when U. S.
Steel Corp. announced an 8 per
cent average price increase.
Railroads granted a one per
Cent a month" pay increase for
42 months and liberalized
pension benefits. There were
immediate predictions of 10 per
cent boosts in some retail food
prices. There was a groan from
the White House and excited
words from Capitol Hill.
Senate majority leader Mike
Mansfield, D-Mont., demanded
a freeze on wages and prices,
pointing out that Congress has
twice passed
legislation
unanimously
giving
the
President such anthority.

wage-price controls.
3. Republicans as well as
Democrats will be insisting
that the President release
impounded public works and
construction (ands to ease
unemploynient, thus abandoning a key trench in his
battle against inflation.
The most immediate attack
will probably come on the tariff
front.
Sen. Vance Harlite, D-Ind.,
and Senate Republican leader
Hugh Scott of Pennsylvania
have already introduced
legislation to restrict steel
imports.
Swollen inventories, stockpiled in anticipation of a strike,
will keep steel sales and imports under control in the next
two months, but once demand
revives, American mills will
face increased competition
from lower-priced West German, Japanese, Swedish and
)ther imports. •
The Hartke-Scott bill would
imit imports to 15.1 million

We are pricing ourselves
not only out of the world
markets, but the domestic
market as well," Mansfield
nod.
Republican Sen. Lowell
Weicker of Pennsylvania said a
band of GOP senators plans to
challenge the President's
economic program, calling it
"a disaster."
The White House can
weather the political, broadsides - at least for the time
being, but the steel settlement,
the subsequent price increases
and the prospect of supermarket price markups in the
wake of the rail settlement
mean increased pressure on
three fronts:
1. There will be more calls for
protectionist tariffs.
2. Demands will grow for

continues, he says, a current
deficit in consumer electronic products will
soar to $3.5 billion to $4 billion
by 1976.
RACIAL PAY PARITY
JOHANNESBURG,
South
Africa (UPI)-The Standard
COUNTING BLESSINGS —
Bank of South Africa today Greta
Meissner sits up in
began
paying
its
colored her bed in
Copenhagen and
(mixed blood), Indian and counts her
blessings. She is
Chinese employes as much as one of only three
survivors
white employes.
of the crash of a Hungarian
A bank spokesman said the Ii - 18 plane that
crashed
decision affected "about 200" into the sea on a flight
nonwhite employes working in from Oslo to Berlin, killing
nonwhite townships and African 31 others.
(Cab/ephoto)
homelands.

tons this year. Hartke says
every million tons imported
equals 7,200 U. S. jobs.
Through the first six months
of 1971, steel imports totaled
more than 9 million tons, up 62
per cent over the comparable
six months of 1970.
"This means that about
65,000 job opportunities have
already been lost due to foreign
imports," Hartke. said, in
urging support for his bill.
Defenses against protectionism appear to be breaking
on Capitol Hill. Commerce
Secretary Maurice Stans'
recent warning that the United
States faces its first trade
deficit since 1893 was a stunning blow.
Coupled with that is the
obvious weakness of the dollar
in
i-nternational
money
markets.
Gaylord Freeman, chairman
of the First National Bank of
Chicago, says, -The reluctance
of foreigners to use their
dollars to buy our goods is
because they are priced too
high in relation to goods from
other countries - that LS the
heart of our problem."
Defenders of free world trade
also are hard-pressed by
discriminatory actions by
many
nations
against
American products, despite the
so-called safeguards of the
General Agreement on Tariffs
and Trade.
These actions, plus cheap
foreign labor are causing an
exodus of U. S. electronics
plants, says Joseph Wright,
chairman of the board of the
Zenith Radio Corp. If the trend

Caravelle watches look like they cost twice
the price and perform that way too. Precision jewel (ever
movements-years-ahead styling. From only $10.95.
Fathom "c"We "A"—
The Roman 1—
Princess—
Precision toweled.
water reststant.
sport watch
$10-11S

IT jewels. %Meer
ton• dial Whtt•
cortam strap.
E22.93

Classtc styling.
Full numeral
dial
512.95

Water resistant,
calendar
watch.
$19.95

GUARANTEED WATCH REPAIR

VACUUM
List Price $39
U.L. Reg. Pric

SP

TEACHERS PICKET SCHOOL BOARD—An Elgin, ni., boy
-qs on his bicycle to watch teachers picket outside the
high school while the district school board meets inside
on the first—day of pre-school workshop. Teachers also
were on strike in four other Illinois school districts.

MIAMI LAKES, Fla.(( P1);When is a "cow town" a New
Town?
When more than 5,000 head
of quality dairy cattle are displaced from their grazing pastures by one-family "cluster.
style" villa's, neighborhood coqvenience centers, • campus-like

BABY-.

Have WO Got
A Datsun For You!

PA
9 oz.
SA
$1.29
Reg.

Take the 510 2-Door and 4-Door Sedans-vinyl
upholstered comfort for four.
Overhead earn engine with 96 HP, up to Li miles per
gallon economy.
More no-cost extras like tinted glass and whitewalls.
A Datsun Wagon gives you all these, plus load-room
for shopping trips and vacations.
The new Datsun 1200's-the Li'l Something and
Something Special-American-size room,for four in an
wail 'smaller package.
Peppy 49 HP high-cam engine, front disc ?rakes and
--up tollrihiTei per gallon economy.
Extras galore, including a fold down rear seat in the
Coupe for extra hauling space.
The LP1 Hustler-OUT "seen-everywhere" Pickuprolls loads to half a ton with 96 horsepower.
And stacks it all in a six foot all-steel bed.
Datsun's 240-Z sets new standards for elegance, twoseater room and performance.
Pure luxury that matches the 150 hp 6 cylinder zip
and superior handling of the fully independent
suspension. Power front discs complete this package
of all-out automotive excellence
The car for your needs"!
Drive a Datsun. .then decide.

LASSITER-McKINNEY
So. 12th Street DATSUN Phoil

IXTRA.LAR
TWIN PACK R
$1.78 VALUE
PAYLESS SALE

PRICES GOOD THRU MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 6th. OPEN ALL DAY MONDAY, LABOR DAY-8 A.M. UNTIL 9 P.M.
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BLESSINGS —
'ssner sits up in
Copenhagen and
blessings. She is
three survivors
h of a Hungarian
ne that crashed
a on a flight
to Berlin, killing
(Cablephoto)
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SINGLE ACTION
POWER PIERCE

BLACK & DECKER
ELECTRIC DRILL

for effortless epee*"

eititititHR10
1
"

SNAPK E Ek LEVER
Remove* tot
easy cloankng

CORD STORAGE

BEST BUY IN LOW PRICE DRILL
DOUBLE REDUCTION GEARING DELIVERS
FULL POWER DRILLING ACTION.
LOCKING BUTTON FOR CONTINUOUS
LIST PRICE $13.95
DRILLING.
U.L REG. PRICE $10.67

.1000 RPM

CONCAVE CARRYING HANDLE

List Price $12.95
U.L Reg. Price $8.97

SPECIAL.
ALL 10W-30W OIL

OIL FILTER
• PHI FILTERS
Fits Ford-LincolnM ercu ry-C hrysler-DodgePlymouth List $2.29
U.L REG. PRICE $1.39
SPECIAL

•

ALL 10-W 40W OIL

•

QUART

PH141 Ji
List Price $1.89
U.L. Reg. Price 97'
Chevrolet And Chew. Truck
SPECIAL

776

JACK
NICKLAUS
PAR MASTER

n iewellever
$10.95.
.

•White .Beige
•Avocado •Black
•Yellow •Pink .Blue

YOUTH GOLF SET

,sitheen "t"—
Water reshatant,
calend•r
watch
$19.95

PAIR

COMMODE
SEATS
MODEL 510

VACUUM CLEANER
List Price $39.95
U.I. Reg. Price $33.97

SPECIAL

1141411t1A +4441C11

BABY LOTION

Comes complete with bolts, ready
to install, takes lust 60 seconds to
replace old seat,

Model W211H
5 IRONS 2 WOODS
SPECIAL $3333
Men's Par Master
90 Plus No. N201H
By MAC GREGOR
List Price $59.95
U.L. REG. PRICE $39.95

r

47
SPECIAL
.
•;;.MM.WW"

MalpNow,;v-

plagex
Ib

Disposable Bottle
Pack of 65's
Reg. $1.19
PAYLESS SALE

ONE
LOT
WINCHESTER
SHOT GUN
SHELLS

"NEW PLASTIC"
SUAVE
-:PROTEIN SHAMPOO
16 oz. Plastic Bottle
Reg. 99' Payless Sale

56'

12 Ga. 3 1/4 X
12G.. 3 1/4 X
16 Ga..2 3/4 X
16 Ga. 2 3/4 X
18 Ga. 2 1/2 X
20 Ga. 2 1/2 X
20 Ga. 2 1/2 X

11/8
11/8
1 1/8
1 1/8
1
1

BATTERIES

Self Adhesive List $1.98
Washable U. L. Reg.
Durable
Price
$1.37
LIMIT 6 Rolls

—4 Shot
— 5 Shot
— 5 Shot
— 6 Shot
— 4 Shot
— 5 Shot
— 6 Shot

Vitamin Formula with Minerals
419
$
WITH
SALE
PAYLESS
100PS

30 Free

HAIR SPRAY
FOR MEN

LIMITED SUPPLY.
WHILE THEY LAST!
64 Count
List Price $1.19.
SPECIAL AT'
UNCLE LEE

Model 563
ASSORTED COLORS

2

STEP-N-STOR STOOL
List Price $4.95 $ 47
U.L REG. PRICE $2.91

SPECIAL
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LABOR IN AMERICA

RELIGION: 1971

WHEREAS Seventeen Million
Americans, 2,715 of them in
Calloway County alone, suffer
rom the pain and crippling efects of arthritis in its various
orms; and'
WHEREAS approximately, asio
thousand additional persons are
states realistically, "this Is
at the head of WallSt., which as expected to develop arthritis
he doesn't pay taxes," he said.
Editor's Note. This is the where the money is."
jor decisions which negatively
of the nation's most valu- during the coming twelve
one
last
the
is
This
Frank
Note:
Editor's
Collins sees a Lack of pride
affect their lives," said
second of two articles dealing
able plots of real estate is worth months; and
Although Pete thinks little of
the
of
of three articles on the new at-- P. White, director of the counlabor
progress
days in his trade.
these
the
with
million.
addition
to
in
its
WHEREAS
the historical progress of the
more than $40
tivisim in the church. It deals
"Maybe we're gettin' soft or
cil's Office of Resources
is what White meant by ravages against health and well- movement in America.
That
feel
he
does
American
laborer,
with the church in the market- Studies in a special report exsomething, but there's a lot of
"clout." Through its invest- being arthritis causes
he is doing a worthwhile and
place, where it is trying to ensloppy work going on these
fly JEFF CUSHING
plaining church investment ments the church is in a posi- annually to the people of the
important job.
just in building
hance an atmosphere of social
Copley News Service
tion to bring pressure, and it is United States an economic loss of
"It has been guys who work days. Not
repponsibility on the part of
in everything from
but
trades,
"Minority groups have doing so with increasing en- $3.6 billion; and
with their hands and their
management and investors
automobiles to toasters. I don't
The sun is just breaking over backs that have really been
known about this power for de- thusiasm. While religious
WHEREAS a large part of this
glow
as
have
orange
horizon,
groups
in
know what's behind it, but I
the
cades.... Anti-war
groups were of n satisfied
for
this
responsible
through
country's
could be eliminated
casting long shadows over the growth," he says. "And even if
know I don't like it," he said.
) American the past to
rcise their loss
tried to warn
By CLAIRE COX
improved control of the disease hilly southern California
inordinate
in
that
holdings
years
selling
for
public
by
Service
"clout"
Pete, however, is an opCopley News
treatment of its victims; landscape. The skeletons of we don't wear coats and ties,
amounts of this power, which companies whose policies they and
the
U.
S.
timist.
sure
wouldn't
be
and
unfinished houses stand bare in where it is today without us."
could be used for the better- frowned upon, the trend now is
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That's why, through modern
literally building the nation.
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advantages unheard of 100
years ago. Instead of earning $1
a day in the 1870s, a carpenter,
for example, now earns more
than $6 an hour. Other trades
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gains just as dramatic over the
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While Pete Collins cannot be.
as "typical" of
today's blue collar worker, he
does exemplify the progress of
labor in America. And he
knows he is lucky.
"You bet I know I'm well
off," he says in a serious tone.
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and good looking. A bachelor,
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anyway."
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Construction boss says
workers have built U.S.

to sway businessmen
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Fewer Farms —
More Food

Prop
perfor
By JEFF CUSHING
Copley News Service
You're driving down the
highway and you notice your
fuel gauge bumping the empty
mark. You pull into a gas
station and around to the side of
the building and up beside a
huge above-ground tank.
"Fill 'er up," you tell the
attendant. He opens your
trunk, plugs in a hose to a
st,cange-looking coupling
device attached to a cylindrical
tank sitting on the trunk shelf.
In two minutes the tank is full
and you're ready to roll.
You have just filled up on
Liquefied Petroleum Gas
(LPG). It costs you 20 cents a
gallon compared to 36.9 cents
for regular gas at the front
pump.
But there are other savings
as well. Because of its clean
burning properties, spark plugs
will last you 30,000 miles.
Because there is no oil dilution,
you'll only chame your oil
every 9,000 miles or so.
And as you travel down the
road, your tail pipe is
exhausting gases that will not
only meet 1974 federal emission
standards, but with slight
engine modifications and the
addition of a catalytic muffler,
standards for 1980 as Well.
Gasoline-powered
internal
combustion engines have a
tough enough time meeting
current emission standards,
that is with the
rporation of complicated
wer-robbing antipollution
.ces. LPG-fueled engines
ye no such devices except for
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a PVC valve that vents internal
gases back into the carburetor.
The use of propane to fuel the
You're driving down the internal combustion engine is
highway and you notice your nothing new. For years it has
fuel gauge bumping the empty been used to run standing
mark. You pull into a gas generators and pumps and instation and around to the side of warehouse forklifts and tractor
the building and up beside a vehicles. It has even been
huge above-ground tank.
adapted to large trucks and
"Fill 'er up," you tell the construction equipment.
attendant. He opens your
The main drawing card in the
trunk, plugs in a hose to a past for
propane was low
st,kange-looking coupling engine
maintenance and long
device attached to a cylindrical engine life.
There is no cartank sitting on the trunk shelf. boning
to worry about, thus
In two minutes the tank is full spark plug life
is long. There is
and you're ready to roll.
no oil dilution as there is with
You have just filled up on gasoline.
Liquefied Petroleum Gas
Now there is new emphasis
(LPG), It costs you 20 cents a on propane
because of its low
gallon compared to 36.9 cents pollutant
levels. And it is
for regular gas at the front favored over
other gases
pump.
because of its low power loss
But there are other savings
characteristics.
as well. Because of its clean
Compressed Natural Gas
burning properties, spark plugs
will last you 30,000 miles. 1CNG t is one fuel that has
Because there is no oil dilution, undergone intensive testing in
you'll only chapge your oil the past. But its power loss is
around 40 per cent, meaning
every 9,000 miles or so.
And as you travel down the that distances between fill-ups
road, your tail pipe is can be as little as 50 miles. But
exhausting gases that will not tank pressure must be mainonly meet 1974 federal emission tained at 2,300 pounds.
Liquefied Natural Gas
standards, but with slight
engine modifications and the tLNG is another fuel source
addition of a catalytic muffler, that has been considerecriind
tested. But LNG is so cold that
standards for 1980 as well.
Gasoline-powered internal it is necessary to construct a
combustion engines have a tank within a tank to provide
tough enough time meeting adequate insulation, a costly
current emission standards, procedure.
LPG,on the other hand, has a
that is with the in•rporation of complicated lower power loss ratio — less
• wer-robbing antipollution than 10 per cent —and does not
•
ces. LPG-fueled engines need the high pressurized tank.
ve no such devices except for Propane is also readily availBy JEFF CUSHING
Copley News Service
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able. Much of the nation's socalled "bottled gas," for example, is propane.
The propane is fed to the
engine via special fuel lines
from the pressurized tank. It
passes first through a filter and
automatic shut-off device and
then through a two-stage
converter that drops the line
pressure to slightly more than
one pound per square inch.
Water from the radiator circulates through the converter
changing fuel from a liquid to a
vapor state. The vapor is then
routed to a simple carburetor
device that bolts directly to the
existing intake manifold.
Power loss is practically
undeterminable with propane.
Some recent quarter-mile
tests conducted by an
automotive. magazine showed
that with two identically
equipped cars, virtually'
identical speeds and elapsed
times were turned in. On a
dynamometer, which provides
a much more scientific
analysis, the power drop with
LPG was less than 10 per cent.

FOUR STORIES HIGH — The largest off-the-road dump truck eva built by White
Motors dwarfs that ordinary-size big highway dump truck beside it in Cleveland.
The giant construction vehicle, first ever designed for turbine-electric power, has
a 210 - ton load capacity, 10 times that of the smaller truck. It weighs 250,000
pounds empty and stands nearly four stories high with its body up. It rides on
eight tires 10 and one-half feet in diameter.

Washing Will Set
Ballpoint Pen Stain
SILVER SPRING, Md.,
— (UPI) — Leave
the removal of ballpoint pen
stains to the drycleaner.

#
ELECTION -"ENTHIEUSIASM"—National Assembly election results are posted in front of City Hall in Saigon,
with President Nguyen Van Thieu's party gaining.

Action Postponed On High
Rise Motel, Frankfort
Frankfort, Ky. (UOI)—The
State Property and Buildings
Commission today again postponed action on the proposed
high-rise motel or apartment
building to be constructed in the
Capital Plaza office complex.
The meeting was adjourned

to Frankfort
DEVELOPER
Rodney R. Ratliff to construct the
high-rise Tin leased state land.
The project was first delayed at
an earlier meeting of the comuntil Sept. 8 by Chairman Gov. mission when Lt. Gov. Wendell H.
Louie B. Nunn after Attorney Ford raised questions on the
General John B. Breckinridgi project. Ford and Brecidnridge
said he still had questions about are the only elected Democrats
the project.
on the commission.
The motion is still pending foi Another Frankfort developer
the next meeting and woule James E. Burris, has asked to be
approve issuing a letter of intent considered on the development
contract and earlier charged that
"political influences" were
keeping him from being considered. Burris's proposal has
not been approved by the Capital
Plaza Authority for consideration
by the Commission.
Ford did not attend today's
meeting, but was represented by
Administrative Aide William
Wester. The only question Ford
still felt was unanswered, Wester
id, was who were Ratliff's
partners in the proposal

Trying to wash them out
means only that you'll set
the stain and make it, almost impossible to remove,
says the National Institute of
Drycleaning. A drycleaning
solvent is safer for at-home
use. Better still, leave the
cleanup to the professional.
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-rpHE idea of changing
I sounds into recordings
first came in 1857 to Leon
Scott, who invented the phonoautograph. But it was
Thomas A. Edison who in 1878
designed and patented a phonograph which not only recorded the vibrations but reconverted them into sounds,"
to quote the Umberto EcoG.B. Zorzoli History of Inventions (pub. by-Macmillan).
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the now sounds of today on first
quality tapes at savings to you..!
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However, Edison's phonograph failed to produce appre^iable results until, in 1889, he
qubstituted wax for tin as the
,_.recording material, and protitled a loud speaker to amplify sounds produced by the
diaphragm. Within a decade
other makes of "talking-machines", some with effective
improvements, appeared as rivals to Edison's for plug; in
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HARRY TRUMAN HIGHLIGHTS

YOUR LOCAL HARDWARE DEALER
WITH NATIONAL CHAIN BUYING POWER
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, 'Truman. left. :•ettat• fulled.
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S4T-N-HIIE
Sworn In ss president on FDR's
death, 1945. chief Justice Harlan Stone administers the oath.

INTERIOR L 411-1
A visit to barbershop shortly before
84th birthday, May 8, 1988, In Independent.% M. hometown,

Reg.

P-I white

with his two best girls, with Bess
and daughter Margaret, In 11163.
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.Demos moving toward
changes in convention

convention of 1968 in Chicago. Iecting a nominee, has worked
Much of the immediate post- hard through the Fraser comconvention criticism was mission in seeking reforms. Its
aimed at making individual work, however, has been
WASHINGTON - The states more open to younger slowed by the mold history has
Democratic National Commit- delegates, those from minority placed on the party itself.
tee, ever nundful of stinging
The -new" Democratic
criticisms following its 1968 flanks of the party, and in Party, as some strong antiadnominating convention, is pull- making the party more -issue ministration critics like to deing slowly toward a variety of oriented."
scribe it, is out of power but
However, with the party heading toward unity, matured
rules changes which will be applicable to selection of a candi- barely a year away from the by its 1968 experience and
first pound of the 1972 gavel,
date next year.
ready to move behind the 1972
For more than a year, the there is no concrete evidence
nominee. But next year efforts
committee has been holding that the convention will be as
pick the nominee could be
hearings here and in the states sedate and well-organized as to
the monkey wrench in over-all
to gather testimony on conven- the reformers would like.
Fraser, in a report to the full work of the reform commistion reform. Most party leaders
national
committee, was opti- sion.
have supported efforts of the
mistic over the degree of comMuch of this is due to the fact
committee commission on
party structure and delegate pliance on guidelines from 40 that the half-dozen or so frestates, but said the commission quently mentioned candidates
selection.
would not be satisfied until all for the nominations are pushLast week, commission delegations agreed to full-scale ing for delegate support. Such
chairman Donald_ M. Fraser changes.
support, if at all possible, is
reported that at least 40 states
Many of these alterations, most welcomed by the candiwill have met a malor share of particularly in the delegate se- dates before delegates begin
the guidelines for convention lection process, have been slow
rolling into a city for the nomireform. If Fraser's forecast is in coming. A partial reason for
nation ritual itself.
correct, the nation, which will this is the reluctance of DemoWhile praise for the convenbe watching via television the crats to push for full-scale
party conclave in Miami in changes in state election laws tion reform plan is ample in
NEW PARIS TALKER—WilWashington, it is lacking in the
August of next year, could see a
liam Porter, new chief U.S.
where long-standing tradition,
,aharp reversal from the "Hap- rather than the whims of dele- individual states for this reanegotiator at the Vietnam
py Days Are Here Again" for- gates at one convention, has son. Local party leaders as of
peace talks in Paris, learns
this writing appear more interwhich has been the rule for
that the job also calls for
been the guiding light.
in
who
ested
gets
nominated
both parties.
facing a battery of microThe Democratic Party, in its
during a wide-open campaign
phones and reporters just
Ttir party's establishment drive for full alterations in the
year rather than whether there
about every whipstitch.
often confusing, noisy and
agreed to the reform study
should be rules placed in the
back-slapping method of sereadily after the emotional
machinery of year-round party
politics.
BLOOD FROZEN
The reform movement has
the full backing of Fraser, a
WASHINGTON (UPI) -The
congressman from Minnesota
American Red Cross says .a
and former chairman of the
practical method for freezing
liberal Democratic study group
within the House, and party human red blood cells has been
Lawrence
F. developed, and will be put into
chairman
By RICHARD C. LONGWORTH
operation at 18 centers across
O'Brien.
the country by year's end
Reports from individual
, PLOVDIV, Bulgaria(UPI)- Communist Bulgaria is trying to
amshow
however,
the
states,
lure :capitalist tourists with a mixture of monasteries and
The process will allow cells to
bitious reforms are not catchmillionaires' mansions.
It's a potent combination that should pay off for this Balkan ing on as quickly as hoped, par- be stored for up to 10 years,
nation, which is still well off the tourist trail and is relatively ticularly at guidelines relatini and it also eliminates impuriAlthough Bulgaria draws more than 2 million visitors to racial minority representa ties-, such as hepatitis, from the
annually, about 80 per cent are in transit or come from other tion within individual delega blood, the Rd Cross said.
Communist countries - Many of them traveling free to use up lions at the 1972 convention.
Bulgaria's economic debts- to its allies. Barely 10 per cent,come
from the hard-currency natioiwof the West.
Bulgaria IS unlikely to retilain undiscovered for long. Its
mountains, valleys and Black Sea coast provide soineof the best
scenery in Europe. The weather is fine. New, comfortable hotels
and restaurants are springing up and the service generally is good.
The food is hearty, if undistinguished. Prices are among the
----------iessessiio-Unvelpe:-Aftetprilitierrarirsinft-ts-.1aled fur the tourist.
A good example of the tourist campaign lies here in Plovdiv, a
city in st)uth-eentral Bulgaria which lies on the shallow Maritsa
River and traces its history back more than 3,000 years. The
pride of Plovdiv, however, is newer
the "Three
neighborhood, an atmospheric area of old houses which are being
carefully restored.
Most of the houses were built in the 18th and 19th centuries
and belonged to tobacco merchants and other wealthy capitalists.
The houses, with their gables and decorative painting, march up
and down the hills and overhang the cobble streets. Minarets rise
from mosques in the valley below and new restaurants, decorated
in the old Balkan style, are tucked into alleys between the houses.
Also worth the trip are the Rila and Backova monasteries, in
the Rd& and Rhodope Mountains to the southwest and south of
Plovdiv.
Both are "working'. monasteries, not state-run nruseumg. Roth
date back nearly 1,00Q years. Both were built as isolated
hermitages in splendid mountain scenery, but are easily reached
__jay flar now.
EalLUAL-Crasival
VARIAZATIO.N cONT'D
-J.
is perhaps the more beautiful,• butIoih are co
:calm
chaO man of Pri•ident
,n's Council of F.conomu„, Adretreats gJorying in vivid wall murals and icons. Hotels are being
viser, tells the Joint Congressional Economic Commitbuilt near both and Ada has a comfortable ;nn within its
tee in Washington that there will be a new prow ;or
pentagonal walls.
stabilize wages -and orals after not-,,o-solid free/.
Besides drawing tourists, the restorations have the_ equally
Nov. 12 ---to avoid an irillatioflory exulosion, TcsUi
important motive of reviving Rulgiria's pest. In doing so, the
With dim ate Arnold Vbor (l'i'ft), Cost-nfl•iving Cold,government is glorifying the symbols of the old order which the
Gera ge Lincoln. Office of Erne, IP
Communist government has stamped out.
dlICCI(//

it aot Nay sabefied efle MOT
mg actoeclang to label mstruc
t,ons enough pall •te be
twatshed to MINOO eatmfactoef
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you've never tried latex, you don't know what you're missing.
Rich, creamy latex clings to brush or roller without splattering even
when doing ceilings One coat does the lob beautifully
and stays
beautiful washing after washing.

Dr. Anne Carlsen ha
ered hundreds of child
of them crippled or ot
physically handicappei
of them at birth.
Small wondfilt that D
sen, fiftyish and with sc
hair, is a loving and E
Substitute mother, for
born without hands or
Today she is the he4
crippled children's scl
Jamestown, N.D. l'uck
tree-dotted valley, the s
home for crippled you
from 20 states and ov

LATEX HOUSE PAINT
A durable House Paint that defies Weather!
CHECK THESE FEATURES

•SUN PROOF
• SELF PRIMING
• BREATHER TYPE

LATEX

110USE PAINT

• FAST DRYING
• MILDEW RESISTANT
• WATER CLEAN UP

Invasion
for 1968 Gi
Ii Magazine

Reg.

$898 GAL.

HPX-9 Plhite
EnTir4Oke

GAL

for

E

Jamestown Collection
24 exciting
new colors

JAMESTOWN RED
CHELSEA BLUE
REVERE GREEN
PITTSTOWN AVOCADO
BEDEORD BROWN
SALEM GOLD

YARMOUTH GREY
ALDEN CHARCOAL
BAYTOWN RED
SAMOSET GREY
BANBURY GREEN
ROLLINGBROOK YELLOW

CATMWOOD BLUE
MANSION GREEN
ALLARDYCE YELLOW
WESTBURY BLUE
EDOYSTCMIE GREY
BALLARD GREEN

CUSHING SLATE
BLAIR GREY
WESTMAVEN GREEN
STON(GATE Blows
ALDEN GREY
AVONDALE GREEN

YOUR CHOICE
Fume, Mildew,
INTERIOR
Blister Resistant
LATEX

HOUSE
PAINT

Bulgaria makes bid
for capitalist tourist

Reg.$4.98 Gal.

RAM
FOR

WALL
FINISH

LATEX

Reg.$4}:+8-6al.

•

2GALS.

ROEslop"LATEX

FOR

4

viAT WALL FISL

00
EXTERIOR' LATEX

EXTERIOR OIL BASE

all-purpose
house paint for
on
wood, stucco, concrete,
stone and cement blocks
Fume, mildew, blister and
fade resistant. Soap and
water dean up

1.4aw cost beauty' Weal for
homes, garages, farms.
Spreads smoothly. Usually
1 coat sufficient to cover.
Impervious to weather conditions Easy to apply. Choice
of colors or white

use

Chestnut Street
Murray, Kentucky

Phone

753-2571

-

Get quality plus economy' It's the ideal decorative coating
for new or previoasty painted surfaces, concrete walls.
wallboard, fiberboard, primed metal, wallpaper and primed
wood surfaces Goes on easily with roller, brush or sprayer
dries to a rich satin finish Covers 350 to 450 sq ft
per gallon Ass't colors, custom colors slightly higher

Murray
Home II
Auto

'WASHINGTON (UPI)
William C. Westmorelai
his command staff in
drew up plans in 1968
invasion of Nprth Vietn
sea and air, Westmor
personal spokesman said
Maj. Gen. Winant B
told UPI that the invasio
were presented to Pr
Lyndon B. Johnson as r
"the only way to win th(
Sidle said Westmorelar
U.S. commander in V
and now At-my chief a
tras well aware Johns%
rule out the invasion 'I
;the basis of other than r
Considerations. These
the political climate al
and international reperci
"The word we got (al
Massive Communist Tet
on South Vietnam's ci
February 1968) was ti
administration was gr
reconsider its strate
Vietnam," Sidle said.
"This the invasion pL
the recommendation
administration was gr
step up the war. But
know, Johnson decided
just the opposite."
On March 31 Johns
flounced a halt in the b
of North Vietnam and tt
he would riot seek re-(
Sidle made his coma
reply to reporters' ca
about an article in a ITU
Foreign POltry--byl
Henry II of Harvard t
ty,
Westmoreland hims
fused comment.
The article said tha
moreland believed the
States would need 206,0
troops in Vietnam in add
the nearly 550,000 then
The additional troops
have been necessary I
trivasion as well as
measures Westmorelan
considering.
Sidle said Westrran-eb
not make a flat reqi
206,000 troops Sidle
"he said, 'If "nu (P1
Johnson) want to do U
this and this, it will take
more men.Sidle said the in
article was "not con
accurate" in describira
morelancf's plan. Sidle
did not show that we
land knew the plan wi
one of several that J
might choose.

a
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By FRANK MACOM
Copley News Serv
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By MICHAEL O'CONNOR
Copley News Service
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Mrs. Hill, 69,
Dies At Fulton
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SPEAKING OF TAILGATING, the 2-month-old lion cub
doesn't like it one bit, even from a year-old relative.

NE COAT COVERS
!ATER CLEAN UP

By FRANK MACOMBER
Copley News Service
you're missing
splattering even
ally
and stays

Dr. Anne Carlsen has mothered hundreds of children, all
of them crippled or otherwise
physically handicapped, most
of them at birth.
Small wondAt that Dr. Carlsen, fiftyish and with soft gray
hair, is a loving and efficient
substitute mother, for she was
born without hands or feet.
Today she is the head of a
crippled children's school at
Jamestown, N.D. Tucked in a
tree-dotted valley, the school is
home for crippled youngsters
from 20 states and overseas.

PAINT

!fies Weather!
DRYING
EVI RESISTANT
R CLEAN UP
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CUSHING SLATE
BLAIR GREY
WESTNAVEN GREEN
STONEGATE BROWN
ALDEN GREY
AVONDALE GREEN

*LATEX

LATEX

FLAT WALL FINV
woo

•- --deal decorative coating
rfaces, concrete walls,
I, wallpaper and primed
roller, brush or sprayer
vers 350 to 450 sq ft
ors slightly higher
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AUCTION

SALE

Kathleen Patterson
Funeral Is Today

WAY SAFETY

Doctor's 'love formula'
helps crippled Oildren

r
00

it

FOR RENT

FARM HOME, 8/
1
2 miles from AUCTION SALE, Saturday,
Murray on Hwy. 641. Air- September 4, 10:00 a.m. at the
FULTON, Ky., Sept. I — Mrs
conditioned, carpeted, drapes, Mrs. Stella Etheridge home, ler
Cozette Pearl Hill, Fulton Rt.
new modern kitchen, attached mile North of Hardin on Hwy.641.
died at 5 a.m, today at Fulton
garage. Full basement, electric Selling; RCA Television and
Hospital following an extended
heat. $125.00 per month. Phone antenna, like new; couch and
illness. She was 69.
436-5479. If no answer call 753- chair; good platform rocker;
Survivors include„laripusband,
7724
S9P rocking chairs; odd chairs;
Marvin Hill; threewiatighter.
electric lamps; kerosene lamps;
Mrs. Ruby Laird, Union Civ:
EFFICIENCY APARTMENTS electric heaters; window fan;
Mrs. Christine Asbell, Fultor.
for girls. Air-conditioned, private end tables; drapes and curtains;
and Mrs. Eva Hawkes, South
entrance and parking, telephone, bedroom suite; iron bed; old iron
Fulton; two sons, Ernest Hill,
nice kitchen facilities. Tveo half beds; chifferobe; lots of nice
South Fulton, and Elgie Hill,
blocks from University. $35.00 quilts and quilt tops; 6 nice
Crutchfield; five sisters, Mrs.
per month. See at 16261
/
2 pillows.
Lois Miller, Farmington, Mr-.
Hamilton.
S9P Airway vacuum cleaner;
Odessa Burton and Mrs. Lucilh
Barnes, both of Detroit, Mr.
tappan gas range, like new;
NEW TRAILER park opening up refrigerator; dinette set with four
Elsie Lents, Benton, and Mrs.
on Highway 444, Kentucky Lake. chairs; food mixer; lots of
Nell Smith, Murray; a brother.
First two newcomers to get one dishes; pots, pans and silver_Leslie pick, Hardin; _30 grand.
month's rent free. Room for ware; serving tray; ironing
children and 12 great-grandchildren.
double wides. Denham's Mobile board; good iron; electric clothes
rwa• •-•
Funeral services will be conHome Estates, New Concord, presser; flower pots; antique
ducted at 3 p.m. Friday at Horn.
Kentucky, 436-2197.
s sd cotton cards; churn and dasher;
Anthony H. Rutledge
beak Funeral Chapel, with burial
Scene is\Lion Country Safari near West Palm Beach,
old safe; beam scale; well,
to follow in Walnut Grove CemeFla., where visitors can see animals from their cars.
pulley, bucket and chain; fruit
tery.
Anthony H. Rutledge, son of
jars; wash Ix ard; cross cut saw
Mr. and Mrs. J.P. Rutledge, 501
and plows; 300 gallon tank; Avon
North 2nd Street, Murray,
bottles. Number of stnall items
graduated from the Kentucky
ir)o
too numerous to mention.
School
Mortuary
of
Science
on
4Fiale
The funeral for Miss Kathleen
There will be shade for all,
August al
By ARTHUR GODFREY —
Patterson will be held today at come and enjoy yourself. Drinks
Graduation was held in the four p.m. at the chapel
National Chairman of The Highway Safety Foundation
of the J.H. and eats. Sale by Knott's Auction
ballroom of the Seelbach Hotel, Churchill Funeral
Home with Dr. Service, 437-4666. Our services
Louisville.
reported
been
by
HAS
traffic
authorities
IT
that aimSamuel R. Dodson, Jr., of- don't cost, they pay.
1TC
Rutledge is a lifetime alumni ficiating.
Nil is a factor present to some degree in about 50 per
WANT TO BUY
cent of all highway accidents. This is a "sobering" sta- member, holds a certificate of Active pallbearers will be
Medical Self Help Training of the Stanford Andrus, B.D.
tistic. Think about it for a moment.
Wright, 'LOTS WANTED; Recently we
If' the trash conversion-toOffice
of Civil Defense in Fred Schultz, Dennis Taylor,
You've
undoubtedly
heard
many times that drinking
'ran an ad to buy commercial lots
fuel system turns out to be
greatly increases your chances of being Louisville and Jefferson County. Leonard Vaughn, and William and we found and bought two
feasible, it would save money
He was a employed by the Jeffrey. Honorary pallbearers
excellent sites. I need additional
involved in an accident. If you are an
and ease the pain for those taxHathaway and Clark Funeral will be members
of the Murray commercial lots preferrably in
alcoholic 'or chronic abuser of alcohol,
payiss who say the governHome, 2718 Virginia Avenue, Board of Education,
past and West and South side of Murray or
ment is spending too much on
nothingl can say will help you. Medi- Louisville.
present, and all elementary service stations that are now
space projects. And it might
cal treatment and psychological counThe Murray man is a graduate school teachers in the City
School completed. Owners please reply
use up a lot of earthbound garseling are your only real hope for solv- of Murray High School.
System.
bage, too.
giving location, size, and price,
ing your problpm. But let's assume that
Burial will be in the Murray Box 927, Paducah, Kentucky
The projett looks so promisyou
"social"
are
a
occasional
or
drinker.
ing that NASA's Marshall_
Cemetery with the arrangements 42001.
SW
The question then arises as to what
Space Flight Center, Huntsby the J.H. Ckrchill Fneral
amount
alcohol
consumed
of
•leads
to
ville, Ala., has awarded United
Home.
COLLEGE STUDENTS want to
an increased risk in driving operations.
Technology a contract to probuy used refrigerator and other
Miss
Patterson,
age
61, died used furniture. Phone
duce a dozen "trash grain"
Our organization is reluctant to pro753-7884
Tuesday at 10:55 a.m. at the
cartridges and a propulsion
after 5:00p.m.
S3P
Arthur Godfrey vide any guidelines or "rules of thumb" Rafe H. Willoughby of Murray Murray-calloway
County
unit for ground tests.
as to how much alcohol consumed over Route Three died this morning at
Hospital. She had been a member
The pulverized trash would
WANT TO BUY; used piano,
any given time period creates an unsafe 7:20 at the Western Baptist of
the elementary school faculty
be mixed with a binder and driver. First, the rules might not be appropriate for Hospital, Paducah.
approximately
850.00. Phone 753His death of the Murray City Schools for
pressed into cartridge form your particular weight and body chemistry. Second, was due
S3C
to complications thirty-six years before her 4138.
aboard a specraft. Each car- most of us probably don't measure
the amount of alco- following an extended illness. He retirement in December 1969 due WANT TO BUY;
Rug, draperies.
tridge woule inserted into a
hol in our drinks or our rates of consumption. In any was 67 years of age.
to ill health.
Phone 767-4056.
small rocket motor case fitted
S4-8TP
The deceased was a farmer and
with a nozzle and ignition sys- event, after belting down the first few, who can reresided with his sife, the former
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle
tem. Coupled with an oxidizer, member much of anything?
The best advice we can pffer is to "play it safe." Do Lola Williams, at their home
01113021 9001013
the hybrid rocket — part solid
ACROSS
5 Amounts
DUOMMU 000000
the
Faxon
Owed
and part liquid fuel — would be not drive for several hours after you have consumed any across from
1 Peel
ON 0000
00110
6 Century
fired to provide thrust required amount of alcoholic beverages. If you are out for an Elementary School. He was a
5 Arrow
MOO 00000 U00
plant
to keep a space station on evening and know that one of your party is a non- member of the Sugar Creek
9 Assumed name
7 Inlet
0000 UM000 00
Baptist Church.
10 Man's name
course and maintain its proper drinker, arrange to have
8 Having
012000 M000000
that person do the driving. If
more
Survivors are his wife, Lola; 12 Begins
13000 0000
attitude or position in space. you
do drink and there are no non-drinkers with you.
flavor
13 Brags
MMOODOM 0001310
9 Make
NASA officials believe that if consider the following as to how to determine when you three sisters, Mrs. Ruby Harris, 15 Measure
90
00000 013M0
Nash Drive, Murray, Mrs. John
amends
of weight (pl.)
the system pans out for space have had too much to drink to
000 00M00 000
be a safe driver.
Retail
11
16
Heraldry:
Scarbrough,
Russellville, and
0000
missions, a lot of the trash col0000 UM
establishment
grafted
Many people drink to help them relax. Alcohol does Mrs. Joe Crouse, Hazel Park,
0=000 000000
lected on earth could be con12 Cease
help a person to relax because it serves as a depressant Mich.; four brothers, Howard 18 Small child
00000 015000
14 Let it
verted into fuel for a variety of
19 Number
stand
on the brain and the central nervous system. If you have Willoughby, Ervie Willoughby, 20 African
2
propulsion systems.
17 Hard -shelled
antelopes
consumed enough alcohol to really relax, chances are and Clyde Willoughby, all of
Error
25
.Oa fruit
31 Imitated
Imagine the happy day when
21 conflagration
26 Conductors
33 Nuisances
Group
a housewife could sell the fam- that you have also consumed enough alcohol to reduce Murray Route Three, and Arlon 22 Hebrew letter
27 Oceans
34 Fashions
of
your
Willoughby
perception,
Murray.
of
2A Diplomacy
warp
your
judgment and slow your
ily garbage instead of paying
28 Mountain
mesons
36 Flock
reflexes below the level required for safe driving. As Funeral arrangements are 21 Group of
lakes
37
somebody to haul it away'
Majority
Level
21
vessels
29 Edible
39 Relations
such, you greatly increase your risk 01 being involved in incomplete, but friends may call 2$ Possessive
23 Shade
seed
41 Fish
pronoun
an accident because you are no liDAZer capable of clear at the Max Churchill Funeral
24 Fright
30 Partners
eggs
Home after six p.m. today 26 Shakespearian
thought or proper reaction.
king
27 Sharp pain
Drinking habits, generally speaking, are a personal (Thursday).
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29 Fuel
thing. But a drunken automobile driver is a dangerous
30
Parent
111.11.1
1*
punting
Farrell
will
the
do
Keith
public menace. He may be "happy and carefree as a
(collog )
and Clopton will take care of the
32 Direction
11111.1.111:iiiiiii111111111111
lark" but he is potentially, if unwaringly;'as lethal as a
kickoff and extra points.
33 Fruit
deranged killer bent on murder. Before you take the
HEIM
ontinued from Page 1)
34 Chart
1111111111:
;
A large crowd will accompany
:iitillill
20
first drink at a cocktail party, make the arrangements
35 Skill
the Tigers to Reidland.
36 Chief
nam to 177.000 men by Dec. 1.
to be driven home by someone who does not drink.
37 Speck
This would be 7,000 less than
38 Reptiles
the goal of 184,000 announced
40 Worn
for that date by President Nixaway
on
42 Garment
SAULT STE. MARIE, ness island.
43 Flowers
MICH. (UPI): The son of a
Hatch's research shows
44 Finishes
The U.S. command also diswell-known Chippewa Indithat when a farce portion
45
Places
closed that two Army observaan leader believes northern
of Chippewa land was cedtion helicopters were shot down
DOWN
ed in an 1842 treaty, federWisconsin Chippewas, not
Monday and Tuesday by enemy
al agents inadvertently ex1 Woodworker s
the federal government,
ground fire. In the two crashes,
tool
cluded Isle Royale: failed
the
. command said, one crewmay be the real owners of
2 Ventilates
to negotiate with the right
the Isle Royale National
man was wounded.
3 Rodent
Indians: and compounded
Park in Lake Superior:'
4 Substance
the problem by renegotiatDistr. by United Fr lure Syndicate. Inc.
Frederick Hatch Jr.. who
ing—with another questionalso is legal research direcThe Colonials
able group. The results of
tor for the Upper Peninsuthis was a seperate agree.
la Legal Services Agency
ment that was never probably executed. Hatch said.
here, has spent two years
arttecting and -ntertyir.tg-The island. twr-sted
19th century treaties benorthwest of Copper Hartween the U.-S. and Chippewa Indians.
bor In Michigan's western
"I think Indian file Is
upper peninsula and just
still there, for whatever it's
off the coast of Minnesota's
worth," hatch said. It's not
Thunderhav. has'no permaknown whether the Indians
nent inhabitants at the
will press the claim for the
present time.
scenic. 134.000-acre wilder-
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Anthony Rutledge
Graduates From
Mortuary School

Dr. Carlsen's chief mission
as school director is to make
sure these children get as much
love, care and instruction as
she and the staff can give them.
It was the love from her family
that inspired Dr. Carlsen to
cast aside her physical handicaps, graduate from college
with a master's degree and
pursue a career which has distinguished her as a teacher and
humanitarian.
"My family accepted me
even though I was different,
and this helped me through my
childhood," Dr. Carlsen recalls
in an interview. "Of course I
had my moments of despair,
but there was so much family
love that these moments were
overcome.
"The family must recognize
that a child is a child and love
him for what he is, even if he is

Invasion Plans
I For 1968 Given r difkieent."
f4n Magazine

I

v5

WASHINGTON (UPI) —Gen.
. - William C. Westmoreland and
,his command staff in Saigon
drew up plans in 1968 for an
invasion of Nprth Vietnam by
sea and air, Westmoreland's
personal spokesman said today.
Maj. Gen. Winant B. Sidle
told UPI that the invasion plans
were presented to President
Lyndon B. Johnson as perhaps
"the only way to win the war."
Sidle said Westmoreland, then
U.S. commander in Vietnam
now Al-my chief of staff,
Was well aware Johns, might
Pule out the invasion Tan on
• Phe basis of other than military
Considerations. These included
the political climate at home
and international repercussions.
"The word we got ( after the
massive Communist Tet assault
on South Vietnam's cities in
February 1968) was that the
administration was going to
reconsider its strategy in
.r, Vietnam," Sidle said.
"This ( the invasion plan) was
.
the recommendation if the
administration was going to
step up the war. But as you
know, Johnson decided to do
just the opposite.''
On March 31 Johnson announced a halt in the bombing
of North Vietnam and then said
he would not seek re-election.
Sidle made his comments in
reply to reporters' questions
about an article in a magazine,
Foreign Policy, by John B.
Henry II of Harvard University.
Westmoreland himself refused comment
The article said that Westmoreland believed the United
States would need 206,000 more
troops in Vietnam in addition to
the nearly 550,000 then there.
The additional troops would
have been necessary for the
Invasion as well as other
measures Westmoreland was
considering.
Sidle said Westmoreland did
not make a flat request of
206,000 troops Sidle related,
"he said, 'If -"you ( President
Johnson) want to do this and
this and this, it will take 206,000
more men.—
.
Sidle said Ur magazine
article was "not completely
accurate" in describing Westiffore
—rmulri—filZi. Sidle said it
did not show that Westmontland knew the plan was only
one of several that Johnson
might choose.

Dr. Carlsen concedes it's difficult for sorne parents to accept abnormalities in their
children. Yet that is the only
way to give them a sense of security and ultimate happiness,
she contends.
Dr. Carlsen describes herself
as only a "substitute mother,"
for the children return to their
homes when they have been
taught how to live, work and
play with those who are sound
of body.
The school is financed mostly
from contributions.
-- Most people want their
handicapped children to have a
chnce to make it alone,- Dr.
Ca sen explains. "We give
therti this chance."

Rafe Willoughby
Expires Today

Crossword Puzzle

Murray High...

Artillery .

Earth dwellers and spacemen alike would like to find
something Useful to do with
garbage instead of just tossing
it out or bagging it. Now the
federal space agency is studying the conversion of' trash to
an attitude control propellant
in large space statina-et..the
future.
•
The reason for this unlikely
project pushed by a goirernment agency concerned with
space? What to do with space waste
-- paper, plastic wrappings,
leftover food, tissue paper, etc.
— is of considerable concern to
lope-duration space mission
planners.
Coma:me/TU-3,7tbe ;last
year the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration and
the United Technology Center,
Sunnyvale, Calif., have been
prying into the possibility of
burning trash as a fuel for the
attitude control systems of
space stations
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Indian title to park is claimed
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20,000
homing
pigeons lose
their way
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By London Express
DURNHAM, ENGLAND: Hundreds of pigeon fanciers are waiting anxiously for news of 20,000 horning pigeons that lost their way.
The pigeons worth some $800.000 were released
from three points in the north of England on
Saturday for a ISO-rnile race back to their lofts in
-the East Midlands.
the racashould have talmn.feariteurr---Harry Bexon, derby secretary of the North Road
Federation, said: "It's probable the greatest disaster
ever to hit pigeon racing.
"It is possible that the birds hit a belt of heavy
rain or fog which made them turn around and held
In the wrong direction. -"But pigeons released from Berwick-on-Tweefl in
Scotland on the same day returned safely although
they had a longer flighi"
'•
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HOME, located just 2 miles
PRACT ICAL,,LY NEW 2 BEDROOM BRICK
I 1/2 ceramic baths,
oned,
conditi
S.E. from Murray. Carpeted, air
, city water.
storage
outside
dining room, utility room, carport,
within walking distance
INEXPENSIVE 3 BEDROOM FRAME HOME
room, carpeting, basement,
of downtown. Has central heat, dining
air conditioner and drapes.

1

Westwood Subdivision. Carpeted
SPLIT-LEVEL 3 BEDROOM HOME in
dining room, living room, family
throughout, fully furnished kitchen,
air, large sun -deck.
room, 2 ceramic baths, central heat and
BELMONTE DRIVE, in like-new
3 BEDROOM BRICK HOME AT 1510
carpeting, drapes, I 1/2 ceramic
condition. Has central heat and air,
shed, kitchen with built-in range,
baths, utility room, outside storage
.
oven, dishwasher and garbage disposal
SKYLINE DRIVE, in Panorama
4 BEDROOM BRICK HOME ON
the water. Has central heat,
Shores. Located only one block from
utility room, large lot. Can
_carpeting, kitchen built-ins, 2 baths,
be used as a duplex.
Johnson Blvd.
CENTRALLYIOCATED 3 BEDROOM BRICK at 1406
carport, large outside
Has a living room, dining room, utility room,
storage room, corner lot.
of blacktop
HIGHLY PRODUCTIVE 135 ACRE FARM with plenty
grain base, good
acre
60
Has
.
frontage, only 5 miles S.E. of Murray
in fair
house
frame
oom
well, 2 stock ponds, large born, 3-bedr
condition, several outbuildings.
had on a
REDUCED PRICE AND IMMEDIATE POSSESSION can be
Shores. Has
Bluff
Pine
in
3 bedroom frame cottage on a waterfront lot
ed. Will
furnish
y
partiall
central gas heat, 11/2 baths, drapes, and is
consider leasing to a responsible couple.
3 BEDROOM FRAME HOUSE ON A LACE CITY LOT that is zoned
s
commercial. Has gas floor furnace, spacious floor plan that include
a full basement with drive-in garage.
2 BEDROOM BUNGALOW on a nice shady lot, in Hazel. Has
carpeting, central heat, large utility room, attached garage, separate
outside storage shed, 106' x 175' corner lot.

GOOD, SOLID 2-story frame house with ifvcome producing sleeping
rooms, in one of the most desirable areas in the vicinity of the
University. Has an ideal floor plan that allows privacy for all
residents.
try, located
TOP NOTCH 100 ACRE FARM only 5 mites-147E-of-Motr
brick
droom
3-be
just west of Van Cleave Road. Has a 4-year old
tillable
of
acres
98
and
ilome, 2 stock ponds, 3 barns, good well
land.
2 ACRE TRACT OF LAND WITH A 3 BEDROOM (243 x 50') doublewide mobile home. Hasa concrete walk and patio, solid block
sheds.
foundation, TV tower, good well, 2-spacious plywood storage
FRAME DUPLEX HOUSE IN EXCELLENT CONDITION, located
show
close to schools and downtown. Priced low enough that it will
an excellent rate of return on your investment.
2 BEDROOM FRAME HOUSE on a one acre tract of land, located
2 1/2 miles from Murray on a good blacktop road. Priced at only
$7,200.
EXCELLENT DEVELOPMENT PROPERTY - Ten acre tract has 1,158'
joining the Calloway County Country Club and Highway 121, plus
400' frontage on Johnny Robertson Road.

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALF

6

Home of
"ALL YOU
CAN EAT"

PENTA TREATED lumber.
Resistant to rot and termites.
Ideal for boat docks and any
weather exposed uses. Murray
Lumber Co., Maple Street,
1TC
Murray,Kentucky.

Captai* Rittben

TO SELL..., list with usl

Fulton Young Realty
4th & Miple StreeY -Phone 753-7333
Home Phones:
Fulton t Young, 753-4946; Ishmae1 Stinson, 753-1534.
411•10*

AMP.o 4=M10. n

oll1M11,o 4.1111. 4=111.o

304 Olive. 13
$55,000, will con

This
1103 Mulberry.
Playroom, Urge
Price - ;16,500.

100

Value!
NEW .. . 3 be
Belmonte. $17,

LEACH'S
Music 8 TV

CANTERS
wooaed lot, just

BAY WOO

BILBRIY'S

GUNS

KING FISH 1
SANDWICH -70'4

TRIANGLE

4
ai•AAAA•

SMALL FARM; good
business or future inv
One mile East Murr
proximately 10 acres
Hog wire fencing, stitles
Cozy older 7room house
For appointment call 7534147

SHOTGUN SHELLS
Special Prices

-

BILBREY'S
CAR & HOME SUPPLY

CORONET PING-Pong table:
couch; Cub Scout uniform, size 8
S2C
Phone 753-5920.

1

Woul
'45

1

12 ACRE UNDEVELOPED TRACT OF LAND, on a blacktop road,
with 8 acres tillable and some beautiful woods. Full price $4,200.

2 BEDROOM FRAME HOUSE AND 2 acres of land for a total of
i4,750. Located in the New Concord community.

REAL ESTATE FO

"Family
Headquarters"

----TARGE-FMMI HOME IN HAZEL that needs a little repair work.
Can be turned into an attractive and comfortable residence for
someone that has a small amount of cash and a reasonable amount of
know-how.

1 1/2 STORY FRAME HOUSE on a large, desirable lot in Hazel.
Has city water and sewerage. Can be bought for less than the price
of an undeveloped lot in Murray.

,.gmob.

FOR RENT

apart
MOBILE HOME, two bedroom, REAL NICE furnished
furnished
electric heat. Suitable for student ment, and one small
Fred Mchousing. Will sell cheap. Ptione apartment. Contact
S3C
.
Woodlawn
300
Clure,
S3C
7534325.

BEAGLES; DRINK machine,
sewing machine; beauty shop
equipment. Phone 437-4252 after
S2P
REFINISHED antique Oak 5:00p.m.
SIX
and
fishing
boat
AFT
STARCR
14'
Phone 753chairs.
room
dining
Phone
$125.00.
trailer, like new.
S2C LESPEDEZA HAY in the field.
S7P 5583.
492-8777.
Phone Hurt & Hurt Farms,
AGEN. Also have Kirksey, Kentucky,489-2691. S7C
VOLKSW
1962
Recliner,
$20.00:
COUCH,$25.00;
young Gerbles 'for sale.
Chair, $5.00; end table and coffee some
S2C TROMBONE, CHROME, in
489-2651.
table, $7.00; 8.x11' Braided Rug, Phone
excellent condition. Signet, made
after
5:00
753-9729
Phone
_
.
,$15.00.
by Selmer. Price $125.00. Phone
S2C
S8P
26" BOY'S Bicycle in real good 753-2253.
. $25.00. Phone 753condition
Dog.
Bird
Setter
old
ONE YEAR
S2C USED SELMER Clarinet, exFemale, had all shots. $50.00. See 7546.
. Phone 753at 1651 Ryan Avenue after 6:00 1970-12560' MOBILE Home. cellent condition
S4C
2789.
S217
S2P
753.9502.
p.m.
Phone

TO BUY....see usl

Call
753-1916

DUPLEX APARTMENT, 2
bedroom, central heat and air.
in
the
bale
40-cent
JAP HAY,
carpet throughout. Ceramic tile
1 GARAGE SALE; Labor day field or will haul. Phone 436S3C bath. Stove furnished. $130.00 per
only. Lots of goodies; two study 2270.
TFC
43;
month. Phone 753-7850.
and
42
suits,
men's
tables;
ladies dresses, size 16. Lot of 8' SLIDING glass door, like new.
other items too numerous to $65.00. Phone 435-5842 after 6:00 ROOMS FOR rent, girls; with
S3C cooking facilities. 1624 Hamilton.
mention. 1111 Circarama
p.m.
S4C
S4C
Phone 753-3402.
Drive.
SMALL ROUND drop-leaf table,
You can bring children under 6 and
TREAT RUGS right, they'll be a coofee table and end table. FURNISHED HOUSE for 4 boys
delight if cleaned with Blue Almost like new. Also used chair or 4 girls. Call Torn Alexander,
service
50'
6-12
feed them FREE! Children
S7C
Lustre. Rent new electric in good condition. Must sell. 753-3827 or 753-1713.
charge if they eat perch or catfish.
S3C
shampooer $1. Western Auto, Phone 753-4779.
Home of "The Wishing
HOUSE FOR 3 to 6 college boys_
S4C THREE PIECE bedroom set For more information contact
Well.".
"Bring The Family
S2C
with or without box springs and landlord at 320 Woodlawn.
Camper de mattress. Phone 489-2667.
S3C
TOPPER
INCH
,20
Together Al The Kitchen"
Ville. Fits long, wide bed. Phone
NICE FURNISHED apartments
S4C 1969 HONDA CB 160 Motor cycle. near campus, reasonable and
753-7801.
Excellent condition. Phone 753- with bath. Also sleeping rooms
S3C for college boys. Please call, we
LIKE NEW Roth full- sized 5366 or 753-3037.
student Violin at Chuck's Music
may have what you need. Day,
S4C
TFC
Center. Phone 753-3505.
black
night 753-2891.
753-8365,
ERED
REGIST
AKC
4
Closed Mondays
poodle, 8 months old. Also two
GOOD USED refrigerator. $40.00. AKC Poodle puppies at special THREE BEDROOM furnished
Murray, Ky.
Hwy. 641 N.
Can be seen at 309 South 13th price. Phone 7534379.
S3C trailer, one mile from city limits.
V106.6,4116
a.
S4C
•
or call 753-3064.
Street
S2C
•Ar
Phone 753-5811.
SHELL CAMPER for pick-up
PIANO, USED, rebuilt, tuning, ONE ELECTRIC typewriter, one GUITAR, EXCELLENT con- truck, 8' bed. $100.00. Phone 753- ROOMS FOR boys, private enS3P trance with kitchen. $35.00 per
repairing. Jetton at Dyer Piano flute, come by and see at 1507 dition. Good for beginner. 9575 after 5:00p.m.
Sales & Service, Cuba Road, Main.
S2C
S2C Reasonable price. Call 753month. Phone 753-6638.
S4C
3896.
Mayfield. Evening and Saturday
RANT Hot Point
RESTAU
TFC GOOD USED Westinghouse
phone 247-8522.
electric grill, model 101, 14":15"
refrigerator. Excellent running INNERSPRING MATTRESS and
M house with
A-1, $85.00. 250 lb. G.E. ice FOUR BEDROO
.
NEW SOLID Maple 4 poster bed, condition. Phone 753-4553.
condition
Good
S7P box springs.
full basement, 9th and Sycamore
$300.00.
.
condition
good
machine,
and
box
springs
with
complete
Reasonable price. Phone 753S3C $100 per month. Phone 753S4C Phone 753-2700.
foam rubber mattress. $85.00
3987.
S2C
3018.
complete. Four 900 15x15 white
wall tires, $20.00. Phone 753OM
Ps TWO ALUMINUM lawn chairs GOOD USED refrigerator. Phone TWO CAR clean-up shop with air
S3C
2700.
S3C
and one chaise lounge. Also metal 753-5886 after 1:00p.m.
compresser, furnace. $80.00 per
YOUR CHOICE
folding picnic table. Reasonable
S2C
month. Phone 753-3018.
S4C
RESTAURANT HOT Point
Phone 753-5008.
FOR RENT
°
SP
each
electric grill. Hot Point electric
TWO BEDROOM duplex with
grill, model 101, 14"x15" A-1,
ONE 14' FIBERGLAS bottom MOBILE HOME located in Fox central heat and air, fully car$85.00. 250 lb. G.E. ice machine,
boat and trailer with 20 H.P. Meadows on large lot, nicely peted with outlets for washer and
good condition. $300.00. Phone
Mercury motor. Make offer. furnished, air-conditioned. $80.00 dryer. Close to University Phone
S3C
S4P per month. Includes most 7534741.
Phone 492-8264.
753-2700.
S2C
Dixieland Shopping
S4C
utilities. Phone 753-3855.
18'SELF Contained camping
Center
FIFTEEN WEANING pigs.
lots of extras.
TO BOYS,girls; apartment on N.
trailer with
S4C THREE BEDROOM house, 12th. Mobile Homes 2 miles out
Phone 436-2113.
S3P
$1495.00 Phone 436-2475.
unfurnished. No pets. Would on 94. We have what you want
USED FURNITURE; desk, CLARKE CARPET Master, consider couple with one child. Apply at 207 N. 12th.
BRACE YOURSELF for a thrill
and
springs
sleeper sofa, chairs,
upright carpet sweeper. Very See at 408 Sluth 8th Stret.
S4P
the first time you use Blue Lustre
mattress. Phone 753-4077 after good condition. Sold new for
APARTMENT
2-BEDROOM
to clean rugs. Rent electric
S2C
$300.00. Will sell for $150.00. Call THREE
furnished unfurnished on Elm Street.
ROOM
S4C 4:30 p.m.
shampooer $1.00, Big K.
Jerry Adams, Mayfield. Ken- apartment, carpeted, central air Married . couple, no children.
S4C and heat, garbage disposal, lets Phone 436-2326.
tucky 247-6663.
S2C
of closets. Can be seen at Owen's
AKC COCKER Spaniel, black, Food Market, 1407 West Main ROOMS WITH kitchen facilities
male.$65.00. Phone 753-9457. S4C Street.
S4C for college boys, near University.
Pre-Season Hunting Values
For more information call 753d
furnishe
ROOM
THREE
AA
1851 or may be seen at 1705
AA
AA
S2C
apartment downtown. Automatic Keenland Drive.
THE
gas heat, all utilities paid. 2 or 3
boys, plenty parking space. Very FURNISHED GARAGE apartSIC
reasonable rent. Two bedroom ment. Phone 753-4378.
Savage 444 Oyer-Under - 12 ga. M /F V.R.
10x55 trailer air-conditioned.
$ 1 9995 krt. Eyecton
Reg. '289.95 Now
The King Fish
Good location Phone 753-5617 or THREE BEDROOM brick house
Combination -1.25
S4C on black topped road near
753-1257.
Winchester Mod. 1400 Auto. 16 ga. V.R. 26 I.C.
Puryear. C,an be partly furnished
1
s
5995
& 28 Mod. Reg. '189.95 - Now
at the
ONE BEDROOM furnished Includes dishwasher. $80.00 per
apartment, air-conditioned. month. Phone 753-1340, extension
Winchester Mod. 1200 Slide Action 16 ga. V.R.
S2C
Adjoining University campus, 41 until 5:00p.m.
26" I.C. & 28" Mod. with Win. Choke
next to White Hall. $85.00 per
$13410
Reg. '149.95 - Now
month. Couples only. Phone 753- AVAILABLE, ONE bedroom for
S3C a college girl in a furnished house
1971 FRIGIDAIRE washer, 18 lb. 3105.
capacity tub. Used 6 months
REMINGTON 1100 and REM. 870 ALSO
with two other college girls. Near
$175.00. Phone 753-2999 between
'
University. Phone 753-4974 after
AVAILABLE AT SALE PRICES!!
S2C TWO BEDROOM house in 5:30p.m.
7:00 and 9:00p.m. S4C
Panorama Shores, completely
40 WEANING Pigs. Phone 492- furnished; carpeted basement. FURNISHED COTTAGE on
air-conditioned. Kentucky Lake. Rent by the
S2C Heat and
* All Guages *
8371 or 753-7217.
Couples only. Available from week, month or year. Phone 436Al
CHICKENS, FANCY and old August 30 through May 30. Phone 5679 after 5:00p.m.
1TC
S2P
favorites, fancy ducks, guineas, 753-8846.
large selection, young and old.
tEAL ESTATE FOR SAL'
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
Hubert Alexander, phone
Sedalia,328-8563, long distanS2P
ce.

COMPLETELY REMODELED 4 ROOM HOME WITH ALUMINUM
SIDING, located just North of Hazel on a one acre lot.

PAGE THIRTEEN

210 E Main Streo

Real Estate

Phone 753-5617

FOR SALE

* 1-22' DEEP FREEZE
175.00
Chest Type, 1st Class Condition
* 1-FRIGIDAIRE REFRIGERATOR
Coppertone - '100.00
* 1 -CHROME DINETTE SET
_ With EChairs - 160.00
* 1-EARLY AMERICAN STYLE SOFA & CHAIR
- 50.00
"
140.00
* 1 -BEIGE FRIEZE SOFA & CHAIR

Phone 753-3145,
if no answer Phone 753-2663

GARAGE SALE; air conditioner,
$125.00; stereo AM-FM radio,
$135.00; bar, $30.00; twin mattress and box springs; clothes;
picture frames; lamps; dishes;
vaporizer; baby bed and play
pen; chest of drawers and chair.
Saturday, September 4, 8:00
a.m., 1707 Johnson Extended
Just South of new high school.53€'
GARAGE SALE, Thursday and
Friday, September 2 and 3 at 301
South 6th Street. Lots of nice
clothes, dishes, lamps, quilts
' S2(
• bedspreads,etc

on
36 ACCESSABLE ACRES ON COUNTY road located
Anderson Creek embayment of the lake. Lake frontage,good
building sites, utilities. Priced at $7,200.00.
to
40 ACRES ONLY lit MILES DOWN GOOD county road
in
Kentucky Lake. About 20 acres tenable, balance
woodland. A good small farm or vacation location at only
07,400.00.
of
5it ACRES 3 MILES SOUTH OF KEN LAKE. About 900'
Hie. Reed.
road frontaga-ell-Ky..-eaand 1444144-frontageexcellent building sites. Offered at $4,000.00.
NEED A GOOD HOUSE CLOSE TO TOWN" We have a two
North
bedrooin house, city water, one acre of land on 641
of
figure
low
the
at
Priced
Murray.
from
about 6 miles
$9,500.00.
190
250 ACRE FARM NORTH OF COLDWATER,Large lake,
the
for
us
Call
frontage.
road
blacktop
good
acres tenable,
low price on one of the best farms in the county.
for
BUY A HOUSE FOR LESS THAN YOU WOULD PAY
east of
rent. Two bedroom house on blacktop road five miles
month
New Concord, good well, one acre of land. Only $60.00
after a reasonable down payment

CLAUDE L. MILLER
Real Estate
418 Main Street
PHONE 753-5064

Nome Ph. 753-3059

JOHN C. NEUBAUER, Associate Broker
Phone 753-7531
C
.

LIKE' IT?? A good
bedroom, electric heat
10 miles southeast of

IMAM
NEAR NEW Provid
buildings, good well a
JUST LISTED in She
under construction-a
has a sunken living r
air, carpeted, garage
Located on a 100' x200'
A BRICK veneer, 3
transferable V A loa
2 LOTS, 105'x210' each
Cites, city water, just
WE ALSO HAVE LAK
S.1800_-

WILSON IN
WAY
Phones

Member o

DAY-SEPTEMBER 2, 1971
PAGE THIRTEEN

Call
753-1916
FOR RENT
L NICE furnished apartand one small furnished
.ment. Contact Fred Mc300 Woodlawn.
S3C
LEX APARTMENT, 2
porn, central heat and air,
A throughout. Ceramic tile
Stove furnished. $130.00 per
h. Phone 753-7850.
TFC
14S FOR rent, girls; with
rig facilities. 1624 Hamilton.
e 753-3402.
S4C
NISHED HOUSE for 4 boys
girls. Call Tom Alexander ,
127 or 753-1713.
S7C
iE FOR 3 to 6 college boys.
more information contact
ird at 320 Woodlawn. S2C

Call
7i3-1916

THE LEDGER St TIMES..-- MURRAY, KENTUCKY

sell it With A Classified Ad

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE REAL ESTATE FOR
IMF

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

Town & Country Re Estate
Has Eve thing!!
Would You Believe I
'45" A Month

• Stove & Hood
• Garbage Disposal
• Concrete Driveway

• Fully Landscaped

KS FOR boys, private ene with kitchen. $35.00 per
S2C
h. Phone 753-6638.

R BEDROOM house with
asement, 9th and Sycamore.
)er month. Phone 753S2C
CAR clean-up shop with air
presser, furnace. $80.00 per
S2C
h. Phone 753-3018.

BEDROOM duplex with
al heat and air, fully carwith outlets for washer and
. Close to University:Phone
'41.
S2C

lOYS, girls; apartment on N
Mobile Homes 2 miles out
4. We have what you want
y at 207 N. 12th.
82C

APARTMENT
DROOM
:nished on Elm Street.
ied . couple, no children.
436-2326.
S2C

AS WITH kitchen facilities
liege boys, near University.
nore information call 753or may be seen at 1705
and Drive.
S2C

4ISHED GARAGE apartPhone 753-4378.
S2I

:E BEDROOM brick house
lack topped road near
!aro Can be partly furnished
ides dishwasher. $8000 per
1. Phone 753-1340, extension
il 5:00p.m.
S2I

LABLE, ONE bedroom for
ige girl in a furnished house
wo other college girls. Near
rsity. Phone 753-4974 after
.m.
S4C

LO0K!
!
This One Won't Last Long
1103 Mulberry. 3 Bedroom, 1 Bath, Family Room,
Playroom, Large Kitchen with Dishwasher. Full
Price - $16,500-

Value! Value!-Value!
NEW ... 3 bedroom, wall-to-wall carpet, 1503
Belmonte. $17,500.

CANTERBURY ESTATES

New 3 Bedroom Houses
• 3 Bedrooms
• Wall-to-Wall Carpet
• Ceramic Tile Bath

• Stove & Hood
• Garbage Disposal

• Fully Landscaped

Business 8
Investment
Low down payment Idoil lor-ioung couple.
1,2

mile

from city limits. Ideal for subdivision.

For Sudden Service On All Types of Real Estate,
Like It

call TOVI/N IL COUNTRY
REAL ESTATE

107 N. 5th Street

Murray, Ky.

PAT MOBLEY - 753-8950

Phone 753-9900

JESSE SPENCER -Broker

SMALL FARM: good location;
LEVEL home in HOUSE WITH 2 acres of land,
business or future investment SPLIT
Shores.
Four $6500.00. Also 8 acres of land with
One mile East Murray, ap- Panorama
bedroo:
is
all
carpeted;
den
with deep well and new pump, electric
proximately 10 acres pasture.
Hog wire fencing, stg5les, water. fire-place; one block from water. service pole hooked up. Fenced
Cozy older 7 room house, modern. Large lot. Priced reasonable. with hog wire. Price $5500.00.
Shown by appointment only. Phone 753-8414 or 436-2458
S2C
For appointment call 753S3NC
4147
TFC Phone 436-5830.

vIISHED COTTAGE on
cky Lake. Rent by the
month or year. Phone 436ler 5:00 p.m.
IT(' -

- 753-3616

TWO BEDROOM house; kitchen,
den, living room, bath. Range
and refrigerator included. All
new carpet. Large lot with outside storage. Call Gene Landoll
at 753-8175 or 753-4707 after 5:00
p.m.
TFC

PIRATES COVE
SUBDIVISION

RFD 1, HARDIN, KY. 42048

KENTUCKY LAKE

L ESTATE FOR SALT-

PHONE
(5:2) 354-6559 5 MI. WEST KEN-LAKE STATE PARK
ON KENTUCKY 80

Ite

INTY road located on
.ke. Lake frontage,good
',200.00.
i GOOD county road to
tenable, balance in
ication location at only

;N LAKE. About 900' of
frontage on Hie* Beafi,
$4,000.00.
TOWN' We have a two
:e of land on 641 North
d at the low figure of

YATER,Large lake, 190
-ontage. Call us fir the
he county.
YOU WOU1D PAY for
'road five miles east of
land. Only $60.00 month

IILLER
te

let

e Ph. 753-3059

ssOciate Broker
i31

LAKESIDE LOTS FOR SALE
REASONABLY PRICED-BANK FINANCING
DISPLAY HOMES OPEN FOR INSPECTION
APPROVED WATER SYSTEM -3000 FT. AIRPORT
FOR INFORMATION, WRITE OR CALL
LIKE IT?? A good 18 acres farm, brick veneer, three
.bedroom, electric heat, panel and sheetrock walls, located 810 miles southeast of Murray near Panorama Shores. Priced
--415,5011.
NEAR NEW Providence, '40 acres farm, several out
buildings, good well and fence. Priced $21,000.
,LUST LISTED in Sherwood Forest a three bedroom home
under construction-almost ready for occupancy. This home
has a sunken living room. 2 baths, built-ins, central heat &
air, carpeted, garage, nearly 1600 sq. ft. of living area
Located on a 100' x 200' lot. Priced $30,000.
A BRICK veneer, 3 bedroom located on 1657 Ryan with a
transferable V. A. loan. Priced $18,500.
2 LOTS, 105'x210' each, near New Hope, Excellent building
sites, city water, just $2,100. each.
WE ALSO HAVE LAKE PROPERTY PRICED FROM $1500UM-

WILSON INS. & REAL ESTATE
WAYNE B. WILSON
Phones: 753-3263, Office
753-5086, Home

Member of Multiple Listing

CLYDE WILSON
303 SOUTH MAIN, SIKESTON, MISSOURI, 63801
PHONE-AREA CODE ( 314) 47.1-1348 or 471-1716
IDT, 105'x160' in Sherwood
Forrest. Phone 753-7358 after 4.00
p.m.
TFC

REAL ESTATE FOR SALt

PASCHALL TRUCK LINES
- DIRECT SERVICE LOUISVILLE, KY. Ph. 637-2778
MEMPHIS, TENN. Ph. 525-1415
NASHVILLE, TENN. Ph. 256-5847
ST. LOUIS, MO. Ph. 436-5332
PROFESSIONAL, EX: WILL DO baby-sitting in youi
PERIENCED painter, will work home or mine on week
days
contract jobs, on hourly basis, References furnished
Phone 753
has own equipment. Call 4897572.
S2(
2287.
Sept.7C
FURNITURE REFINISHING. WILL DO trash
hauling.
All work guaranteed. Free pick- Reasonable rate. Phone
753up and delivery. Free estimate. 6130.
07C
Antique or natural finish. Jerry
'McCoy,753-3045.
S30P WILL DO baby-sitting in my
WILL KEEP elderly woman in 'home. Experienced Phone 436S4C
private home near Murray. 5847.
Room and board reasonable.
Phone 753-6895.
S3P WILL KEEP small child
in my
SEPTIC TANK cleaning, back home.(Monday through Friday)
hoe work. Phone Rex Camp, 753- Have references. Phone 753SiP
5933.
Sept.2C 9605.
NOTICE

• Concrete Driveway

40 ACRES of wooded, rolling hills.
Lake Lot

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

WE ARE ready now to deliver or BALDWIN PIANOS and organs
take your order for six vein for rent or sale. Rent applies to
Lonardo
Piano
stoker or four by seven lump purchase.
coal. Phone 753-1813, Fulton Ice & Company, across from Post
Office, Paris, Tenn.
S4C
Coal Service, 408 South 4th
Street.
Sept.11C
H & R USED FRUNITURE is
open three days a week, 10:00 till
ELECTROLV SALES & Ser8:00, on Hwy. 121, Concord Road.
vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.M.
Lots of nice used furniture and
Sanders, phone 382-2468, Farlots of antiques. Phone 753-6676,
mington, Kentucky.
TFC
holm phone 753-4716.
S4C

RENT A BAND
INSTRUMENT
at

Leach's Music & TV

MAN OR WOMAN to sell
in the Dixieland Center Rawleigh
Household Products.
Can make $3 and up an hour-part
or full time. Write giving phone
FOR ALL your coal needs call number
to Ray Harris, Rawleigh
or write Edward Ipock, 812 Co., Freeport,
Ill., or phone 815Gluans Street, Providence, 2324161.
S2C
Kentucky. Phone 667-2088. SW
WANTED: DAYTIME car
hostess. Apply in person, K-N
OVERWEIGHT?? The only safe Root Beer Drive Inn, 4th and
way to lose weight and inches Sycamore.
S2C
fast; call Shapemakers, 753-2962
Weight loss guaranteed.
S30C WANTED: BOYS, part time and
full time. Apply in person, Long
John Silver's.
TFC
FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank
installation. Phone 753-7850 TFC
LADIES, DO you need extra

INVESTMENT- APPROXIMATELY ONE ACRE of land
and two house trailers each with two bedrooms, living room,
kitchen and baths. Furniture included and already rented.
$9,000.00 total price.

EXTRA SPECIAL, THIS THREE BEDROOM BRICK has
family room, living room, utility, air conditioner, electric
heat, built-in range and sales price of only $18,000.00.
IMMEDIATE POSSESSION ON THIS NEW BEAUTY. It has
extra large den, living room with bow window, three
bedrooms, two full baths, beautifully decorated kitchen with
electra clean oven, dishwasher and disposal. Central heat
and air, spacious utility room and large garage. Carpeted
throughout.

HELP WANTED
4'ROMEWORKERS
WANTED'
part-time,full-time work at home
mailing ()tic circulars. For detaiL*
rush self-addressed, stamped,
envelope and 35c to US Enterprises, P.O. Box 813-A7.
Mayfield,Kentucky 42066. TFC
MOLAR'S AUTO REPAIR
needs a mechanic. Please apply
in person.
TFC

RETIREMENT,VACATION OR HOME- This place located
overlooking Kentucky Lake meets the needs of all three. It
has three bedrooms, living room, kilehen, utility room, bath
E with shower, electric heat and air conditioner. Priced to sell
now at off season prices.
E
MOVE RIGHT IN NOW INTO this four bedroom house, with
E seperate dining room, living room with fire-place, den with
E fire-place, large kitchen, study or office, lots of built-ins.
Shady lot and priced to sell.=
- -

CAN'T BE BEAT FOR THE MONEY,this three bedroom 1 it
bath brick house has central heat and air, carpeting, utility,
seperate den, living room, kitchen with all appliances and
landscaped yard. Only 622,750.00.

NOTICE

JOIN THE FUN!
JOIN THE
BAND!

=

BEAUTIFUL SHADY LOTSS
house
ouse with double garage
carpeting, largefamilyr
from town.

EDROOM BRICK
ntral heat and air,
sell, only 2 miles

63 ACRES OF THE BEST LANE) IN THE COUNTY with a
good three bedroom brick house, with central heat and air,
carpeting, kitchen with built-ins. Good out buildings, fences,
exceilent crop bases. Everything you want in a COUNTRY
ESTATE.
40 ACRES OF LAND 0;Y2,1021meis from town on blacktop
E road. Priced right.

E BUSINESS PROPERTY-A GOOD STORE building in the
E heart of Hazel. Only $4,500.00.
:f- NEAR M.S.U. THIS EXTRA NE&THREE BEDROOM
uble garage, living
=
E BRICK. Air conditione la
room, utility room.
E.
AS YOU CAN SEE ROBERTS REALTY has been st1ing
E house and land. We need some good new listings to replace
FE the ones we have sold. If you are thinking of selling your
=
property list it with ROBERTS REALTY and get the job
g. done.
E

MEMBER OF MULTIPLE LISTING

Buying, Selling, Appraising, Managingi

money for new fall fashions. E.
Make excellent earnings in your'E
When It Comes To Real Estate,
APPLICATIONS ARE now being
spare time as a Vanda Beauty .E
accepted for a nurse aide training
Counselor. For interview ap- E
See
class to begin soon at the Murray==
pointment call 753-1711.
S3C E
Calloway County Hospital. Apply
Hoyt
or
Ray
Roberts
at
at the nursing office.
S8C WANTED: LIVE-IN nanney for
==
E month old infant, light E
housekeeping. Room, board, =
BROTHER'S 620.00
SHOEMAKER
week.
References I
=
E
Livestock not being able to ship required. Needed in Fairdealing, _
hogs Friday and Saturday of this Kentucky area ul early Sep511111111iiiiimaiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimmini11111111111iiiiiiiilliatimilin1011111111110111MOR
week will be closed. Be back tember. Apply to 215 East Gum
Monday.
WANT TO BUY
.
S3C Street, Marion, Kentucky,s4or
WANT TO BUY
phone 965-4269.
WANT TO BUY entire stores of
WANT TO BUY;
logs and
SPINET-CONSOLE PIANO.
general
merchandise
or standing timber. Also
APPLICATIONS NOW being
have for
Wanted responsible party to take
department such as hardware,
accepted at Kentucky Fried
sale lumber and sawdust.
over spinet piano. Easy terms.
notions, groceries, etc. Must be
Chicken, 12th and Sycamore.
Murray Saw Mill and lumber Co.
Can be seen locally. Write Credit
priced to sell for cash. Give
Male and female. Must be able to
Phone 753-4147.
TFC
Manager, P:O, Box 276,
details in letter to Broker, Box
work some weekends. Please ,927,
NEED RAPA1R parts for 1365
Shelbyville,Indiana 46176,_ S4P
parti.,h,Keatuelty
apply in person.
S-1C 42001.
S7P Dodge Dart. Phone 492-8603. 54C

ROBERTS REALTY

505 Math Street or Call 753-1651 I

AUTOS FOR SALE

1965 FORD CUSTOM,6 cylinder.
BY OWNER: 1513 Kirkwood. Good condition. $4540.00. Phone
Central heat and air, stone fire- 753-3606.
S2C
place with log lighter. Separate
dining room, large living room, 2
1968 DODGE Coronet, RT, Black
bedrooms and bath down. Bath
outside, white interior. MT Mags.
and large dorm (22139) up with
Sun Tech. Phone 753-6358. S7P
closet big enough for another
bedroom. Fenced back yard with
shade and fountain. 2 car garage 1962 RANCHERO,
6 cylinder,
with storage and utility. 753straight shift. Phone 753-7801. S4C
4857.
S8C
LOST & FOUND
FOR SALE OR TRADE
INS - GTO, power steering,
brakes, and vinyl roof. Good LOST: NAVY blue ribbon full of
condition. Financing available. rainbow emblems. If found, call
S4C
Phone 753-1222.
S2P 753-3135. Reward offered.
LOST IN vicinity of Russel
220 VOLT PORTABLE 3 stack .Chapel Church, 2 Coon Hounds,
electric heater, like new. Will one red bone and one black and
trade for Ashley wood heater in white. Dogs are wearing name
good conditloh. Phone 436tags. Reward.Phone 753=39.
S3NC 6842. .

Call
753-1916

.411111111011111111111111111101111111111111111111111111111111111111.11010111111111111111111111111111611111111

MEI

wooded lot, just $3,500, terms.

BAYWOOD VISTA..

Rentals

MODERN DAIRY QUEEN STORE in Marion, Ky.

Large

SERVICES OFFERED

$200
"
down'
• 3 Bedrooms
• Wall-to-Wall Carpet
• Ceramic Tile Bath

1304 Olive. 13 Bedrooms, 7 Baths, on the Boulevard.
$55,000, will consider trade.

SERVICES OFFERED

For A College Professor

Low Monthly Payinants,Cholca Locations

FURNISHED apartments
campus, reasonable and
bath. Also sleeping rooms
pllege boys. Please call, we
have what you need. Day,
165, night 753-2891.
TFC
E BEDROOM furnished
r, one mile from city limits.
e 753-5811.
S2C
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HERE'S TNE
WORLD FAMOU5
FOOTBALL COACH
l.41ALKIN6
.._
OUT
ONTO THE FIELf?'
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THI5 kfEAR WE'RE WINE, TO
STRESS PRISICAL' CalDITIONING
LOTS OF f'llSN-UPS ANO PLENN
OF RUNNING...
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N•IURRAY, KENTUCKY_

Shop ROSES DURING THEIR BIG PRE Labor
Day Sale for fantastic bargains!!

TCP

45'E454

Open 9 A.M. - 9 P.M. Monday - Saturday
Open 1 to 6 P.M. Sundays

In Murray

nited Press 1

Seen&H
Around
Murry
Saw Wells Overbey wi
handed scythe. It look
new.

* PRICES GOOD THURSDAY-FRIDAY -SATURDAY-SUNDAY SEPTEMBER 2-3-4-4-5 *

GIRL'S FLARE LEG JEANS

LADIES DUSTERS

TODDLER'S SLEEPWEAR

100% cotton, sanforized. Stripes, flowered, and

QUILTED
100% NYLON TRICOT

Soft 100% cotton flannel attractive, colorful prints.

Reg.
1.76

We hope our readers W
yesterday's piper if
different. Our fancy
typesetting machin
haywire and it took
morning to get it going
were forced in the
running copy that had
been set but not co
noticed more errors
normally have, that's

solids. Sizes 7-14'

Two styles in your chotV—

$ 94

Close Out Specttiii
MEN'S ARROW

Of -3 lovely colors,
Flamingo Pink,
Rich Blue,
or Gold.

2

We were proud of the
for Johnson's Grocery
neaday. That took so
There were four plates
In this ad, one for
color, one for the blue,
red and still another
black. They all had to
fit into one another e
order for the finished
come out right. It did 1
it did come out as it
is the second full color ad
run in the past three y
other was for WardChristmas time.

KNIT SHIRTS
For the particular man. Several
styles in stripes, prints or
solids. Sizes S.M.L. Long
sleeve.
Compare at 5 14.001

Sizes S-M-L.

Compars'at $6.99

$327
BATH TOWELS

BONDED KNIT MATERIAL
60 INCHES WIDE
Tweeds, solids, stripes.
Ideal for pant suits.
Hand washable.

Compare
at
SI 99

Congratulations to J
Grocery on this fine
Bill Holt heads up the
campaign in Calloway

.

SES
BLOU
LADIES
styling.
sleeve
long
_•

-

Bud Stalls goes on
Council next Thursday.

.`
6
64.

Lovely

ailtee•
1'
0
'
00
•A TriANI!.•%19.
• 4• s,

•
,

Opal over at Rudy's
some fine daughter'
Over there the other da
brings out some toms
which went mighty we
white beans. A dish

Assorted colors and fabrics.

,
;

Ideal for wear now and on

Reg.

144

through Winter.

4A-eN A-'4*

enley • As-tka• - ground

noodles.

RED HEART
Reg.

KNITTING WOOL

poseurr

Assorted Colors

SCHOOL LUNCH BOXES
Complete with matching Thermos.
All brightly colored in designs youngsters like!

' ••
.
e, • -

TOT TOTER
Heavy duty plastic.
Strap to help hold baby.

Reg.
53.44

POLAROID

c`i

*•%,
ke

108
28-OUNCE

COKES
In no return,
no deposit bottles.

STYRO
ICE CHEST
Keeps food or drinks
hot or cold.

Reg-. 4- T.57

88

LADIES DRESSES
Slight irregulars. Assorted styles and colors.
A real good buy!

STYRO CUPS
50- 7 or 9 oz.
size cups

Reg. 2/Si

37

LIMIT: 5

Reg. 4/97'

5$

FOR

"'array's first game her
Henry County on Septe

VINYL SWIVEL ROCKER

The American Legion
had the following:
A deaf old gentleman
that a hearing aid was
pensive, so he got an
peice of wire and wra
around his ear.
"Do you hear better
that wire around your
friend asked.
No, but everybod
louder "

For just relaxing you can't beat this vinyl upholstered
swivel rocker. Steel frame. several colors to select from
• GOOD LOOKING!
• SERVICABLE!

Compare At
Much Morel

$2988

100% Synthetic Exelon.
Several lovely shades,

Reg.
16.88

Michael Butler
Course At Ft. Si

3-TIER UTILITY TABLE

just a flick of a brush
and you can change
styles. Wash and wear

Ft. Sill, Okla. AHTN
16—Army Private Mic
Butler, 20, whose paren
and Mrs. Robert N. B
wife, Sharon, live on
Murray, Ky., recently co
the eight-week Artillery
Course at the U.S. Arm
Artillery School, Ft. S'
He received instructi
use of surveying equipme
reading, communi
procedures and compu
survey information.
surveyors precede the
units, map the area and
the information
bring fire on a target.

Strong metal construction, roll about wheels,
electrical outlet. Use anywhere!

no setting. Made in
Taiwan.

108 COLOR PACK FILM

396

Murray High meets
.tonight, September 3.
there.

STRETCH WIG

233

Padded
cushion

Reg. '4.57

2

Reg.
4.87

0, $244

Reg. $2.98

33

$2.99

99;

Reg. '1.18

Murray State opens
season September 1
Western Carolina

Reg. '4.97

$397

4
STYLED

<111C=11110

A

IMMO

$108

8

t-P

.Na•ear.
•••••••••••
eon..
•

$
ALM° PTA BOA
The Executive Board
Almo School Parent-T
Association will hold i
meeting at the school c
on Tuesday, September 7,
p.m All officers and co
chairmen are urged to a

* LUNCHEONETTE SPECIAL *
FRIDAY NIGHT — 5 to 8

Golden FRIED FISH
ALL YOU CAN EAT!
French Fries Cole Slaw
Hush Puppies
Coffee or Iced Tea

$1.09

PAPER
PLATES
100 Count

Reg. 67'

THRIFT-PAK

NAPKINS
250 to Pkg.

Reg. 44'

53 034

LISTERINE
ANTISEPTIC

A.A.•

The Weath
Quart Size

Reg. '1.57

99it

• ..

Scattered showers
derstorms mostly in
ternoons and evenings
Saturday, but less 'n
Saturday. Warm and
through Saturday. Highs
and Saturday in the u
Upper 80s. Lows tonight
upper 80s and low 7.

